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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in thejlight'
New Mexico, , Saturday, June 29l 19187- -'
JROY; Mora County,
"

"Volume XV. J

i

Number 2:f

ROYWI LL CELEBRATE July
Chautauqua
The

Cadmean

Chautauquas.

presenting a variety of
entertainment will be in Roy
July
this year, Season tickets
are now on sale and it is the part
of loyalty to your town to buy
your admissions to the Chautauqua in this way before the arrival of the first installment of it
as after that the men who guaranteed the course will receive
only a percentage and the money
paid will go to the enterprise
leaviug home people to hold the
sack while the tickets sold in
advance will "count for game"
Programs giving a prospectus
are thick about town so it is
superfluous to refer to them
here. For the benefit of those
who doubt the wisdom of the
venture at this time we quote
President Wibon on the subject- "lt has been oil my mind for
some time to thank you organiz-tio- n
for the real help it ha3 given
to America in the struggle that
is concerned with every fundamental element of national life.
Your speakers have been effective messengers for the delivery
and interpretation of democracys
meaning and imperative needs.
The work that the Chautauqua is
doing3 has not lost importance
because of war, but rather has
gained njw oppsrtunities for
Let ma express the
service.
hope that you will let no discouragement weaken your activities
and that the people will not fail
in the support of a patriotic in
stitution that may be said to be
an integral part of the national
defence."
high-clas-

A citizen's meeting Wednesday
night decided to have a partiotic
program to celebrate the 4th
using the Chautauqua tent for
the purpose. Arrangements will
be made to postpone the celebration at Carrizo till a latter date
as a matter of expediency.

Soldier Boys
s

2-- 6

Raymond
Earl Baum and
Towers drove to Pueblo, Colorado
last week and spent the weekend visiting friends there returning Sunday evening. Miss Eva
and went
Howie came with
Monday
on the
on tí Mosquero
train to visit her sister Mrs. Jim
Galey.
the-cr-

Harvey, Stenographer at
the fioy Trading Co, Store visited her home in Tucumcari over
Sunday returning to her, work
Moiday.
MÍ3S

The new buildings in Roy add
materially to the appearance of
the town from any point you view
it Fred Brown's new house is;
nearing completion. The Catholic
Rectory also is ready for the
plasterer and Mr. Abbott's cottage is beginning to look like a
home and a tidy little place.

Clifton1 Downing, an ordinance
man in supply 311th field artillery

Thrift Stamps

Red Cross

Plans for the Thrift Stamp
drive Friday afternoon were per
fected at a meeting called by G
L. Wensell and Wm. G. Johnson.
at J Ltd re Foster's office Wednes
day night and committees appoin
ted. Too much doi'n to try to
record it all.

The nef proceeds of the The Anderson Blacksmith and.
Red Cross Sale at Mills was machine Shop and Garage has

.'
is the youngest soldier at
$2,008,68
he is just 17 and enlisted
The Roy Red Cross Chapter is
at Roy, N.M., He has served in
making a large shipment of finthree different camps already.
ished articles, knitted work and
Many boyH of his age are being
garments, made this month by
accepted for enlistment in N. M.
the ladies of the Chapter and its
He was born ia Oklahoma, which
auxiliaries..
If the man. of wealth' thinks'
Band Concert,
9 20 A. M.
East"
he calls-"B- ack
An emergency call for six dozBegins promptly, no waiting that War Savings Stamps and
This clipping he sent his mother
en sweaters and twelve dozen
their meaning are not for him he pairs of socks which must be finMrs. Harry Welch,
Song,
"America"
3 mistaken.
It is true he can ished Iby Sept. 1st. is received.
only
buy
of them but he
$1,000
O. W. Hearn
Thére will be no meetings for
Mrs. Judy received a letter Opening Address
is more able than most1 folks to
work
at the R.C, Rooms as there
from their son, Forest who has Song.Wiico Quartett,
Mills,
accept the ' philosophy of the
enlisted in the navy and was at
are no supplies for sewing and
- W. G. Johnson, stamps.. That philosophy is all
can take their knitting along
the detention barracks at Mare Address
Save! Save! Save! Julius Rosen-wato the Chautauqna.
Island Navy Yard. He passed Son?, Glee Club '
says:'"That man financially
the examination and is prouk of
indulge himself in luxuries
able
Address,
Russel,
Rev.
J.S.
the fact that he registered as a
A. R.C. Notice
during
war time has the least
perfect man. lie finds the navy
Dinne- r- You can eat your din
Advertising by individuals or
jxcuse for doing so,"
wonderful and would have en- ner in the big ten
business firms of sales, entertain
listed long ago if he had known
Dr.' James Douglas, formerly
'
ments or other enterprises to at
p.
Band'
Music
M.
30
i
hDw finé it is. Tiié best place he
president of the., Phelps-Dodg- e
tract patronage by donating a
has ever seen except home he Races Sports and pastimes
interests and a staunch friend of part of the proceeds to the Red- says. Forest, had many difficulthis mesa and our people to Cross, is strictly forbidden by
ties getting registered for the Chautauqua Program, at 3 P. .M. whome we are indebted for
the regulations. Unless the en
draft and is glad to at last be in
many donations and substantial
terprise is run entirely by or in
the service of Uncle Sam.
encouragement in public enterthe interest of the Red Cross.
o
prises here died a his New York
We are ordered not to print an
Frank Lusk returned to his
home June 25th at the age of 81
of this kind in future.
adv.
duties on ''the border Tuesdayyears.
after a ten days furlough and Americans dash on German Miss
to the
Pearl Matthews of Wagon Pledge r Subscribers
visit with hes parents and sisters stronghold at Torgey killing
guest
of her sister Second Red Cross War Fund
Mound,
is
the
here. He is in the Hospital Corps woundingor capturing all, taking
Mrs. Edgar, Floershiem in Roy Please take notice that the first
and a fine looking soldier as you
"
situafifty
machine
guns.
Italian
Tbe Floersheim.s drove over last installment is due July 1st,
would care to see.
tion about same, Austria is starv Sunday crossing the river on the Please make payment promply
At the Catholic Church next
brought her to ' 'J. Floershelm,' Chairman.
gArmy deserting, robbing new: bridge and
Tuesday July 2 Special Services insay it is
They
home with them.
At 8 A.M. Low Mass at 10 A. people. President Wilson in favor the only way ' to. go to Wagon . Mother and Daughter Congress
peace Full intervention in Russia Movnd and the distance registers at Albuquerque this week will
M. High Mass.
v
call many ladies from all over the
Father Mauricio Jean ' JesephJ
36 Smiles? v.
state to the Metropolis for a very
will be here for the Feast and
Remember next Sunday is the busy week of social pleasure and
G. R. Abanathy has placed 50
will remain several days with
Sunday S. S. Convention at profitable
entertainment. Among
Father Felix Vachon U M. I. head of cattle in pasture on Pink 5th
Thjre will be no Union those registered from this mesa
Mills.
Virgil
Anderson's
All are urgnd to attend these Gunn and
grass land where they can get S. S. in Roy to permit all to at- we note Mrs. Ethel Harper and
services;
water in the canyons. The re- tend. As usual the basket din Mrs. C.C. Halferty of Mills Mrs.
inE. F. Ivey left Wednesday for cent local rain3 in that vicinity ner will be a feature and an
J. S.H orton Mrs. E. R Choate
day
program.
Ercska Springs Missouri where he have helped the pasture im- terestmg all
and Miss Go'.da Troop of Solano.
Wells that have
will remain for some time in an mensely.
There will be delegates from
Sunday evening June 30th the
inexhaustible, have
effort to recover his health. He
almost every.town in the state
Roy Union Sunday School and
has unbounded faith in the cura- been failing of late and water Í3
and each mother will Irng a
Y. P.' S. C. E. of Roy will hold
becoming a serious problem
tive properties if these waters.
daughter wih her.
a joint program at the Christian
Mrs. Clay, of Tulsa Okla. Charch at which the new Service
J. M. Wot d ward reports a rain formerly
Vivia WELLESLEY GRADUATE
Mrs. Tyler, of Roy and Flag designed by Miss
of three inches or better at his
by direction of the SunT.E. Mitchell and wife of
farm east cf Liberty. Water a pioneer of this town for many Griner
School will be approriately Albert rethrned from MassachuStood knee deep in his outbulid- - years visited here Saturday and day
dedicated. It is setts, where they attended the
ings and tos water tank almost Sunday with the Griner Sisters recognized and
Service Flag so graduation of their
handsomest
and
the
She
was
friends.
other
daughter
floated away. He has been begRoy and contains
in
displayed
to
sick
visit
far
sister
a
at
Miss Edith from Wellesly College
ging for rain for four years he
Roy
Miss Mitchell came with them
says and he is not complaining. Socorro and left her son Gaston the names of twelve of the
boys who are with the Colors.
here until her return.
and will remain at the ranch
Camp-Mead-

e,

Program, July 4

Business Change
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Last War Bulletin
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here-toforsoem-

been leased by Joe Gilstrap and
was invoiced and turned over
to the new management Tuesday
They will fix it up for general
garage work and Livery business
and has an expert blacksmith to
take charge of the mechanical
work' in the shop, This is a well
equipped machine shop as can be
found in thispart of New Mexica
and the new management steps
into a well established business.
Mr. Gilstrap has been manager
of the Roy Telephone Co. for
several years and is a hustler as
well as heady business man .hit
brother Will Gilstrap will conduct the Phone exchange in
future and help with the new

The Bible Students and Victor
Classes of the Roy Union Sunday
School had a party at the Griner
Búngalo last Friday night The
good time which always attends
these parties was enjoyed by a
very large number of. young
people present.

Ralph Hunter of the Roy Cafe grass due to the drought.
for Kan. as
left Wednesday
home has been the
The
in the
work
get
where he will
this week. Mrs.
turmoil
of
scene
light
harvest fields. He is rather
attack of
annual
had
her
has
up.
but active enough to make it
housecleaning delayed by School
Prof. R. S. Trumbull and wife
and Red Cross work till now. and two of their children from El
Its pretty bad buts think how Paso and Dr. R.S. Hare U.S.
worse it would be if it last Crop Reporter, from Albuquermuch
was
The Rebekah Lodge
year round. We aife que came to Roy last Friday and
ed
the
honored by a visit from the
to
eondone her one fault. remained till Sunday looking
inclined
President of the Rebekah Asover the crop conditions and sesembly, .Mrs. Isabel' Swartz of
Mechanic
onee
H.
Walther,
F.
curing data for their records.
Gallup Tuesday evening owing to
Roy Garage, writes us
the
at
They of course regret the conof
illness
the
and
short notiee
sending
Arizona
Douglass,
from
ditions created here by the long
some of the members the attend$3. on subscription, drought and wind the worst
check
for
a
informal
an
and
small
ance was
he reads season ever known on this mesa
meeting was held at the hall After telling us how
week but are optomistic for. the sum
each
thing
everything in the
after which those present ad.
.."The
say
to
audacity
mer crops which may yet be made
journed to the ice cream parlor he has the
tempted to with ' copious' rains which are
I
is
almost
am
truth
refor
Farmacy
of the Fairview
you stop sending the
bound to come. Prof. Trumbull
freshments. Mrs. Swartz is mak- have
to
longing
me
keeps
it
sowing
spring
because
recommends
the
all
to
ing her official visit
among
of
some
back
experimental
there
be
still
as
an
Wheat
a
is
Lodges in the state and
friend crop if the rains warant it
very clever and popular lady as what I think are the best
anywhere.
had
I
ever
Mrs. Trumbull and the children
comwell as an enthuasitic and
questions
about
lot
of
a
friends here and seem
Hfasks
visited
petent grand officer. She was
and
here
people
business
and
glad
to get back to the high cool
entertained at the Kitchell borne
his
all
regards
to
friendsin esa.
sends
during her stay here.

Mrs. J. C. Seat of Boonville
Missouri, is the guest of the
Griner Sisters in Roy. They were
formerly neighbors at California
Mo. and are renewing old friendships and experiences.
Fire-woo- d

S--

Prof.. Trumbull

President Visits

S--

As County Chairman of the
Fuel Administration the
has received a lot of information
S--

regarding the granting of permission to cut timber for prívete
use from Governement lands.
Blanks accompany the instructions for the use of those who
desire to cut timber or get fire
wood from goverement lands.
This does not permit getting
timber from school sections under
lease to private parties without
their consent but does relieve the
leasorof responsibility for the
timber taken from such land.
for copies of the
See the
instructions and blanks.
S--

,

Mrs. Wm. Baum is expected
home next Sunday from Hot
Springs Arkansas where she has
been taking treatment for some
weeks.
Her health is reported
much imprp ved.
"

The graduation was on June 14
and the parents made the trip almost across the continent and
back to be present. They suffered much from extreme heat of
the lower altitudes and the congested condition of travel due to
reduced train servce.

John Hanton has changed his
address from Mills to Roy and
from the home
will get his
office in f u ture.
G. Kitchell let a window at the
Masonic Hall fall on his hand
Tueslay morning and crushed
the ends of hia fingers till the
bone was exposed. He is taking
an enforced vacation from the
building es a consequence and
savs he almost had to go for a
ladder to get loose.
...,.
C. L. Wensell spent a large
part of last week over in the
Mora country with Rev. Eutsler
in the Thrift Stamp drive.
He drove in rain and mud most
of the time. '
S-- A

-

Paul Anderson has been constantly at the anvil in the shop
for the past 15 years and is entitled to the rest and change
this gives him. He will manage
his threshing outfit here this fall
and may go to Kansas to tresh.
Virgil Anderson will devote
his time and energy to Tractor
farming in future.
The lease of the shop carries'
with it an option to purchase.
Here is wishing them all satisfaction and success.
"'

J. J. Taylor plans to take a
jitney trip to some lower altitude
after he makes his final proof on
his claim. His health is not good
and a lower altitude and change
of water are urged for him b?
his physician. The family will
accompany him.

,

.

r"
The I. 0.0. F. will install
officers at their next meeting
July 3d all members are urged to'
cone and assist and get started
for a revival of interst ,ani
a it ion in the lodge. Tjont take
it as a duty to attend but
and a pleasure.
Dan Laumbach was in towa
Monday. He reports drought on
his range but stock not suffering
as he has a large range.
A

large new concrete watering:

tank is being constructed on the
street by R. C. Grunig ' and
connected
to the Florsheim
standpipe with a trap valve s
that it will automatically govern
the water supply. The water is
good now since the tank has
been cleaued out and the well,
furnishes more water than Roj
has ever had before.
Rain on all the north end of
the mesa daily has been the rule
for the past week. If it wont
'
rain here it is nice of the weather
man to let us see it rain anyway.

V. P.

Holterman

V. P. Halterman an old homesteader south of Roy died at his

homev Wednesday evening. He
has been an invalid for a long
time and leaves a wife and large
family of children some of them
quite young. Burial at the Rojr
Cemetery Thursday afternoon.

Mrs. Sheppard of Oklahoma
came last week ' to visit her
brother, Beck Coslett who is tit
Mrs.Willcox wsites friends that the hospital recovering from a
she and her party are fishing broken knee cap caused by a kick
and camping near Creed Colo. by a horse last week. Hia little
and haying the time of their son Harold came with her to eee
.,
lives.'
his father.
;
.

.

enterprise.

en-rou- te

Casey White and J. B. Procter
drove down from Mills at 5
o'clock Monday evening and took
a lot of sale bills back with them
before dark. Mr. Proctor is
obliged to sell a fine herd of
horses for lack of water and

;

.

THE

FOREIGN

All EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE HEWS
CONDENSED
,

OP

RECORD

progress of events

"Xa

home and abroad.

THE

at
:

'
FROM ALL SOURCES
DOINGS, ACHIEVE
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

SAYINGS,

I

Wester

Newspaper Vnloa Xtwt

SPANISH-AMERICA-

rvlcai

A dispute baa risen between Turkey
and Germany over possession of the
Russian Black
fleet
Strikes following the recent bread
riots are spreading throughout the VI
enna district, according to dispatches
received by way of Zurich.
Italy's
Slgnor Baracca, consider
premier aviator, Is missing. Hla ma
chine fell inside the hostile lines aft
er it bad caught fire during a fight
Philip Edward Morrell, Liberal, representing a small pacifist group in the
House of Commons, started a debate
on the question of peace by agree
ment.
Austria's grave food situation, cou
pled with- the apparent failure of the
new offensive against Italy, Is exciting pessimistic comment in the Vienna
prosa.
The execution

at military headquar

AUSTR1AHS FALL

MARKET

BACK

QUOTATIONS

Waeter

Newspaper Union News Servlc.

DESVEK

ITALIANS

MARKET.

Cattle.
Fat steer, chote to prima.Ilt.2Sai7.il
Fat llMti, good to cholea. IS.OO'iu.OO
F,f.,tM"'
JleOttliOO
.Ulr to
Helfere. prima
ll.aOtjll.tO
Cows, fat. good to cholo.. 11 0á 11.00
Cowí, fair to good
10.00uU7(
Cow a, common to fair .... 7.00& (.to

JUDGE DECIDES

Pithy News Items

PELL-MEL- L

FORCE

FOE

TO

11.00
.00

gu"

FeJr.
Feeder,

al.
10.50

RE-

TREAT IN DISORDER FROM
ALPS TO THE 8EA.

Weatara Newspaper Union Newe Service.
COMING EVENT!.

Good

$4--

DRIVE COSTLY

FAILURE

15

October Annual meeting New Mealoo
PubllO Health Association,

....

hogs

2
Patriotic Food Show at
June
A Ihtwi Mjtrniia.
Cowboys'
Iteunton at Las
July
Vegaa.
p
Round-uand Sports CarAug.
nival at Magdalena.
4-

good to cholea... ll.754ili.00
fair to good
10 50 3 11.75
common to ralr., S.00Q 10.15 FOOD 8HORTAGE
SPREADS
Btockera, good to cholea... 10.60 4 11 00
CAU8E8
Blocker, fair to good.... 1.50 10.00
MONARCHY
DUAL
WORKERS' RIOTS.
Hog.

'",

.flf.ZOt

A GREAT SUCCESS

New Mexico

o...

Veal calva

mm mm

Gathered From All Over

Hot winds have damaged the wheat
near Roy. but prospects for other
crops are good.
Three Indians from a reservation
near Albuquerque enlisted in the army
at El Paso, Tex., as musicians.
Incorporation papers were filed by
New Mexican Bean Growers Associa
tion, with office at Albuquerque.
Arrangements are being made to
build a concrete dam across the river
at Tularosa for Irrigating purposes.
Fire bombs were found by the police
at Las Vegas after small fires at a
drug store and tailor shop were put

IN

11.40

CommlseloBar of Mediation and CoaciL.
latió) Board Tria EATON1C, the
'
Wonderful Stomach Remedy,
and EadorM It
Jodre WlUlam V.
ban, who nsea BATON 1U a
a remeoy lor lose ol appetite and tudlgeeUoo, la a
Commissioner ol the D. 8.
Board ol Mediation and
Conciliation, ll la natural
lot hlra to exprese Umaell

)

la guarded langusa, vet
there la do hesitation in hi
pronouncement
the value ol EATON id.
Writing Ifom Washington.
1 D. O., to the Estonio
d Co., be lejs.
"KATONIO promote appetite and
aldedlaestlon. I bate wed U with.

7i

L. J

íta

ter at Tientsin of Gen. Hu Chlen-Chan- g imb
Wtatera Newspaper Union Newe Service.
$1S.SS1.2
ABOUT THE WAS
'
beuaOulal result."
because of monarchist propa
írooé
lioo
Polish legion under Polish national ganda among his troops, is confirmed fcprlng lamb
17.75 i 15.60
Office worker and other who all mnch ara
Rome, June 24. The first phaso of
tnertvre to dyspepsia, belching, bad breath,
flag. Joins In fighting Germans.
the Austrian offensive bas ended In
by a presidential mandate issued at
BAY AND O RA 1.1 MARKET.
heartburn, poor appetite, bloat, and Impair-mol general hralth. Are you, youraell, a
ot
culmination
failure,
in
defeat
The
Italians bare gained a victory at Peking,
P. O. B, Dearer, Carload Prte.
aufferert KATONIO will relieve yon Just a
crushing
to
was
the
intended
Nervesa, on the west lank of the
what
be
surely
Hay.
ta It ha benefited Judge Chamber and
attempted
Four residents of Berlin
tbnusetide ol other.
Baria Prim.
ot Italy between the jaws of the AusPlave.
a
to escape from Germany in two aero- Colorado Upland,
Here's the secret: IATONIO Vivas the ee
par ton. .$1100 fl 10.00
British casualties reported during planes. One succeeded In landing In nvui.Hi upjana, per ion. II.VVU11UU trian pincers Is rout of the invaders.
ulollh bod and the bloat Ooea With ltl
Ilia guaranteed to brine; relief or von get your
Hay, Colorado and
the week ending Juna 21 aggregated Denmark, but the other was brought Prairie
With their backs to the swollen
rnonerbackl Oostaonl a oent or two a dar to
Nebraska, per ton
K.OOaiS.OO
86,620.
a n, use a uva evuer iron four urugglsa,
days
per
Plave,
Timothy,
the
Austrlans
for
several
ton
down in the Baltic sea by German
Alfalfa, per ton
U.OOyilOO past bad been trying to ward oft the
Looting of American consulate at guardsblps.
South I'ark, per ton
10. 004r 11.00
Tahiix by Turks may lead to declara
Ounnlson Valley, par ton.. 11.00 10 00 vicious counter attacks ot the Italians out.
In many provinces of Hungary there Straw,
par
ton
.oo and save the situation. Now they are
W
antn
tion of war.
Work uoon the new buildings at
Is only
or
the
rala.
German attacks upon French lines food necesuary to maintain the, popula Oat, Nebraaka, 100 lb., buying.. $165 endeavoring, and still under great Fort Bayard, near Sliver City, is bolng
Colorado
bulk, buying
166 pressure, to ford the stream and reach carried forward with as much spcod as
Dear Rbelms proved Immediate and tion in health, former Premier Tisza Corn chop,oat,
sack, telling
l.2 safety on the eastern
bank.
aelllng
possible.
disastrous failure.
to
declared in a speech to the Hungarian Corn In sack, acaea
uiuicn ieea,
1.71
selling.......
From the Montello plateau to the
A new more for a war declaration
Parliament
Bran, Colo., per 100 lb., selling.. 1.61
Governor Llndsey will address a pa
Adriatic
sea
enemy
;Vil
In retreat. triotic meeting at Miami in the south
FIm,.
the
is
against Turkey and Bulgaria bas de
transport
proceed
The
Sant'anna,
Hungarian Patent. H lbs., sacked
Already
bis
at
are
losses
estimated
veloped m Congress.
county
on
the
aubject
FOR PfcRSDNAI. HYr.IRNK
ing from Bizerta for Malta, was tor
ern Dart of Colfax
to dlacount
14.75
180,000 men and the chances of bis
The arrival of allied air fighters to pedoed and sunk on the night of May Hungarian, 41 lbs., aacked, aubject
DiMolved la water for doocha tope
Fourth ot July.
iv
escape
uiivuuoi
1.15
casheavy
without
additional
paMe catarrh, nlcaratlon and inflan
assist the Italians heartened the Ital
according to the Havas agency.
The annual meeting of the Grant
nation. Recommanded by Lydi E.
ualties and men made prisoner sem
ian force, much wearied after tlx days There were on board 2450 soldiers
POULTRY.
con
Association
.
School
Sunday
County
Pinkhan Mod. Co. for ten vaara.
remote.
of heroic work.
and native workmen, of whom 1,512
on
City
Dread Poaltrr.
In Silver
A healing wonder for naaal catarrh,
Large numbers of the pontoon vention will be held
Th following price on 11 v poultry
The barrier the Italians and their were saved.
sor throat and aor eye). EcanomlcaL
July 5, 6 and 7.
net
II. Denver:
.O.
F
bridges
the
that
Austrlans
threw
allies bare raised along the great batMore than 100,000
persons bave lurkeva. ranrv a. n
,.10
of
shipped
out
being
Is
wool
More
across
the Plave bave been swept
tie arc from the Aslago plateau to the gone on strike in the Volcan arsenal Turkey, old torn .
..14
choice ...
away by the now torrential stream, Magdalena this week and the season
..10 lit
sea remains insuperable to the, Aus- - ani tne warschalowski airplane werka Turkaya,
Hena, lb
27
and on all the sectors of the thirty- - promises to be one of assured success
Y.il
t riant
in Vienna, according to a dispatch Duck, young
?,!
three-mil,,,
Geese
tne eneeP owners.
JAfcrltlVli
front, where they gained
..25
The American forces northwest of from Zurich to the Exchange Tele- Kooaters
BALSAM
,.16
completed
edges
of
the
plain,
bas
they
are
Venetian
treasurer
state
Chateau-ThierrThe
straightened
further
A IIH
esaimstea l Merit,
graph. The dispatch adds that riots
. Jit
?
Beles to eradleate 4aa4rat.
ending
being
report
LIt
sorely
by
harassed
quarterly
the
financial
Poaltrr.
of
his
fire
their line by a series of small but bril have occurred at Favorlten, Margere-then- ,
FrRseaj Color aad
T
Rooatere, lb
10
the Italian guns and rifles and by the May 31, showing a balance in the state
liantly executed attacks on the north
BairtTGr.rFe4lodHar
Ottaking and Briglttenay, sub- Turkey, 10 lb, or ovar
23
macnine guns and bombs of the allied treasury of $1,255,218.67.
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"ROARING BILL" FINALLY ADMITS HE IS TAKING HAZEL
TO HIS CABIN IN THE MOUNTAINS
Synopsis, Miss Hazel Weir Is employed as a stenographer In the
offlce of Harrington & Bush at Granville, Ontario. She to engaged to
Jack Barrow, a young real estate agent Mr. Bush, Haiel's employer,
suddenly notices her attractiveness and at ence makes her his private
stenographer. After three months Bush propqses marriage. .Basel
refuses, and after a stormy scene, In which Bush warns her he will

make her sorry for her action, Basel leaves the offlce, never to return.
Shortly after this Bush Is thrown from his horse and killed. Publication of his will discloses that he left Basel $5,000 in "reparation for
any wrong I may have done her." Jack Barrow, In a Jealous rage,
demands an explanation, and Basel, her pride hurt, refuses. Bezel's
engagement Is broken and, to escape from her surroundings, she secures a position as schoolteacher at Cariboo Meadows, in a wild part
of British Columbia. There, at a boarding house, she first sees "Roaring
n
character of that country. Soon after her
Blir Wagstaff, a
arrival Hazel loses her way while walking In the woods. She wanders
until night when she reaches "Roaring Bill's" camp fire In the woods.
Be promises to take her home In the morning, but she Is compelled to
spend the night In the woods.
well-know-

"You're learning fast" he called
back. "You'll be able to run a pack
train by and by."
In Deep Water.
The afternoon wore on without
The dawn thrust aside night's som'them any nearer Cariboo
ier curtains while they ate, revealing bringing
Hazel could see.
a sky overcast with slaty clouds. What Meadows so far ascountry
swathed In
with her wanderings of the night be- Traveling over a
contour,
In
she
diversified
timber
and
dark
through
the
fore and the Journey
Roaring Bill
with Roaring Bill, she had absolutely could not tell whether straight
for
no idea of either direction or locality. swung In a circle or bore
given
point
some
outoff
the
infolding
timber shut
The
She called a halt at four o'clock,
look.
"Mr. Wagstaff I"
"Do yon suppose I can get home in
BUI stopped his horses and came
time to open school?" she Inquired
to her.
back
anxiously.
"Aren't we ever going to get anyRoaring Bill smiled. "I don't know,"
where?" she asked soberly. Tm
he answered. "It all depends."
afraid I can't ride much longer. I
now,
"You know where you are
could walk if you wouldn't go'so fast
don't you?" she asked.
Aren't there any ranches In this coun
"Not exactly," he responded. "But try at
alir
I will before long I hope."
He shook his head. "They're few
The ambiguity of his answer did not and far between," be said. "Don't
escape her. She puzzled over it while worry, though.
It Isn't a
811k ambled sedately behind the other
matter.
we
were out here without
If
horses. She hoped that Bill Wagstaff grub or horses it might be tough.
knew where be was going. If he did You're in no danger from exposure or
not but she refused to entertain the hunger."
alternative. And she began to watch
"Yon doat seem to realize the posieoeerly for some sign of familiar tion puts
me In," Hazel answered. A
it
.ground.
wave of despondency swept over her,
For two hours Roaring Bill trampled and her eyes grew suddenly bright
through aisles bordered with pine and with the tears sha strove to keep back.
spruce and flr, through thickets of "If we wander around In the woods
terry bush, and across limited areas of much longer, 111 simply be a sensation
frassy meadow. Not once did they when I get back to Cariboo Meadows.
cross a road or a trail. Eventually BUI I won't have a shred of reputation left
lialted at a small stream to get a drink, It will probably result In my losing the
nnzel looked at her watch. It was school. You're a man, and It's differhalf past eight
ent with you. You can't know what a
"Aren't we ever going to get there?" girl has to contend with where no one
she called impatiently.
knows her."
Roaring BUI looked up at her Im"Pretty soon," he called backhand
passively. "I know," he said, as If
struck out DrisEiy again.
Another hour passed. Ahead of her, he had read her thought "But what's
leading one pack horse and letting the the difference? Cariboo Meadows Is
other follow untrammeled, ' Roaring only a fieablte. If you're right and
Bill kept doggedly on, halting for noth you know you're right, you can look
the world In the eye and tell It coling, never looking back.
They crossed a ravine and slanted lectively to go to the devil. Besides,
up a steep hillside. Presently Hazel you've got a perverted Idea. People
could look away over an area of wood aren't so ready to give yon the bad eye
It would
land undulating like a heavy ground on somebody else's say-so- .
swell at sea. Here and there ridges take a lot more than a flash drumstood forth boldly above the general mer's word to convince me that you're
roll, and distantly she could descry a a naughty little girl. Pshaw forget
mountain range. They It 1"
Hazel colored hotly, but for the latturned the end of a thick patch of pine
scrub, and Bill pulled up In a small ter part of his speech she could have
opening. From a case swinging at his hugged him. Bill Wagstaff went a
belt he took out a pair of field glasses. long way, In those brief sentences,
toward demolishing her conviction that
and leisurely surveyed the country.
no man ever overlooked an opportunity
"Well?" Hazel Interrogated.
"Nothing In sight Is there?" Bill said of taking advantage of a woman.
"Well, let's get somewhere," he said
thoughtfully. "If the sun was out
now. Funny I can't spot that Soda abruptly. "If you're too saddle sore to
ride, walk a while. PU go slower."
Creek trail."
She walked, and the exercise re"Don't rou know this country at
lieved the cramping ache In her limbs.
all?" she said gloomily.
"I thought I did," he replied. "But Roaring BIU's slower pace was fast
I cen't seem to get my bearings to
work out correctly. Pm awfully sorry
to keep you in such a pickle. But it
can't be helped."
He took up the lead rope and moved
on. They dropped over the ridge
crest and once more into the woods.
Roaring Bill made his next halt beside
a spring, and fell to unlashlng the
.

wlilte-cnppe-

CHAPTER

V.

d

packs.

"What are you going to do?" Hazel

"Cook a bite, and let the horses
graze," he told her. "Do you realize
that we've been going since daylight?
It's near noon. Horses have to eat and
rest once in a while, Just the same as
human beings."
The logic of, this Hazel could not
well deny, since she herself was tired
and ravenously hungry. By her watch
It was Just noon.
BUI hobbled out his horses on the
grass below the spring, made a fire,
and set to work cooking. He worked
silently at the meal getting, fried
steaks of venison, and boiled a pot of
coffee. They ate. He filled his pipe,
and smoked while he repacked. Altogether, he did not consume more than
forty minutes at the noon bait Hazel,
now woefully saddle sore, would fain
have rested longer, and, in default of
resting, tried to walk and lead Silk.
Roaring BUI offered no objection to
that. But he hit a faster gait She
could not keep op, and he did not
slacken pace when she began to fall
behind. So she mounted awkwardly,
and Silk Jolted and shook her with his
trotting until he, caught up with his
ratto. Bill grinned over his shoulder.

of bedding by It for her to sit on.'
Dusk crept over the forest wnlie ne
cooked the supper, making a bannock
In the frying pan to take the place of
bread and when they had finished eat
ing and washed the few dishes, night
shut down black as the pit
They talked little. Bazel was In the
grip of utter forlornness, moody, wish
ful to cry. Roaring BUI bumped on bis
side of the fire, staring thoughtfully
Into the blaze. After a long period of
abstraction he glanced at his watch,
then arose and silently arranged her
bed. After that he spread his saddle
blankets and lay down.
Bazel crept Into the covers and quietly sobbed herself to sleep. The huge
and silent land appalled her.
As on the previous night she wakened often and glanced over to the fire.
Roaring BUI kept his accustomed posi
tion, flat In the glow. She had no fear
of him now.

Night passed, and dawn ushered In a
clearing sky. Ragged wisps of clouds
chased each other across the blue
when they set out again. Bazel walked
the stiffness out of ber muscles before
she mounted. When she did get on
Silk, Roaring BUI Increased his pace.
and light of foot
He was
apparently tireless. She asked no questions. What was the use? He would
eventually come out somewhere. She
was resigned to wait.
After a time she began to puzzle,
and the old uneasiness came back. The
last trailing banner of cloud vanished,
and the sun rode clear In an opal sky,
smiling benignly down on the forested
land. She was thus enabled to locate
the cardinal points of the compass.
Wherefore she took to gauging their
course by the shadows. And the result
was what set ber to thinking. Over
level and ridge and swampy hollow,
Roaring BUI drove straight north in
an undevlatlng Une. She recollected
that the point from which she had lost
her way had lain northeast of Cariboo
Even if they had swung
Meadows.
in a circle, they could scarcely be
pointing for the town In that direction.
For another hour BUI held to the
northern Une as a needle holds to the
pole. A swift rush of misgiving seized
ber.
"Mr. Wagstaff t" she called sharplyRoaring BUI stopped, and she rode
SUk up past the pack horses.
"Where are you taking me?" she de
manded.
"Why, Tm taking you home or try
ing to," he answered mildly.
"But you're going north," she declared. "You've been going north all
morning.
I was north of Cariboo
Meadows when I got lost. How can
we get back to Cariboo Meadows by
going still farther north?"
"You're more of a woodsman than I
Imagined," Bill remarked gently. He
smiled up at her, and drew out his
pipe and tobacco pouch.
She looked at him for a minute,
"Do you know where we are now?'
she asked quietly.
Be met her keen gaze Calmly. "
do," he made laconic answer.
"Which way Is Cariboo Meadows,
then, and how far Is it?" she demand
long-legge- d

-

ed.

"General direction, south," he
plied slowly. "Fifty miles more or
less. Rather more than less."
you've been leading me
"And
straight north 1" she cried. "Oh, what
am I going to do?"
"Keep right on going," Wagstaff an
re-

swered.

"I won't I won't 1" she flashed. PU
find my own way back. What devilish
Impulse prompted you to do such a
thing?"
"You'll have a beautiful time of If
he said dryly, completely ignoring her
last question. "Take you (bree days
to walk there If you knew every foot
of the way. And you don't know the
way. Traveling In timber Is confusing, as you've discovered. You'll never
see Cariboo Meadows, or any other
place, If you tackle It single-handewithout grub or matches or bedding.
This is a whopping big country.
good many men have got lost In It
and other men hnve found their
bones."

Be let this sink In while she sat
there on his horse choking back a wild
desire to curse him by bell, book and
candle for what he bad done, and hold
lng In check the fear of what he might
yet do. She could not escape the con
elusion that Roaring Bill Wagstaff was
something of a law unto Himself, ca
pable of hewing to the line of his own
desires at any cost She realized her
utter helplessness, and the realization
left her without words. He had drawn
a vivid picture, and the Instinct of self
preservation asserted Itself.
"You misled me." She found her
She Walked and the Exercise Relieved
the Cramping Ache In Her Limbs.
enough at that She followed till her
strength began to fall. And when In
spite of her determination she lagged
behind, he stopped at the first water.
"We'll camn here." he said. "You're
about all In, and we can't get anywhere
tonight I see plainly."
Eazi accepted this dictum as best
she covVL She sat down on a mossy
rock while he stripped the horsea of
their gear and staked them out Then
BUI started a fire and fixed the roll

myself.
And that," he came close
and smiled frankly up at her "Is a
better place than Cariboo Meadows.
I've got a little house back In the
woods. There's grub there, and meat
In the forest and fish In the streams.
It's home for me. Why should I go
back to Cariboo Meadows? Or you?"
"Why should I go with you?" she
demanded scornfully.
"Because I want you to," he mur
mured.
They matched glances for a second,
Wagstaff smlUng, she half horrified.
"Are you clean mad?" she asked an
grily. "I was beginning to think you
a gentleman."
Bill threw back his head and
laughed. Then on the Instant he sobered. "Not a gentleman," he said.

Thereafter, day by day, the miles un
rolled behind them.- - Always Roaring
BUI faced straight north. For a week
he kept on tirelessly, and a consuming
desire to know how far he intended to
go began to take hold of her. At last
they dropped Into a valley where the
woods thinned out and down the ceo
ter of which flowed a sizable river.
This they followed north a matter of
three days. On the west the valley,
wall ran to a timbered ridge.
Then the stream they followed
merged itself In another, both wide and
deep, which flowed west through a
valley three miles or
more In width. Roaring BUI halted on
the river bank and stripped his horses
clean, though It was but two In the
afternoon and their midday Are less
She
than an hour extinguished.
watched him curiously. When his
packs were off he beckoned to her.
"Bold them a minute," he said, and
put the lead ropes In her hand.
Then he went up the bank Into A
thicket of saskatoons. Out of this he
presently emerged, bearing on his
shoulders a canoe, old and weather-beate-n,
but stanch, for It rode light
as a feather on the stream. Bill
seated himself In the canoe, holding to"
Silk's lead roDe. The other two he
left free.

"Now," be directed, "when I start
across, yon drive Nigger and Satin In
if they show signs of hanging back.
Bounce a rock or two off them If they

la."

Her task was an easy one, for satín
and Nlccer followed SUk unttesltatInclv. The river lapped along the
sleek sides of them for fifty yards.
Then they dropped suddenly into
swlmmlnjr water, and the current swept
them downstream slantwlno for the op
poslte shore, only their heads showing
above the surface. Hazel wondered
what river It might be. It was a good
quarter of a mile wide, and swift
-

Bearing on His Shoulders a Canoe.

'Tm a plain man. And lonesome sometimes for a mate, as nature has orRoaring BUI did not trouble to en
dained to be the way of flesh."
lighten
her as to the locality. When
"Get a squaw, then," she sneered.
he got back be stowed the saddle and
"Pve beard that such people as you
pack equipment In the canoe.
do that"
"All aboard for the north side," hfl
"Not me," he returned, unruffled. "I
boyishly. And Hazel climbed obe
said
want a woman of my own kind."
dlently amidships.
classifime
from
that
save
"Heaven
On the farther side, BUI emptied the
cation 1" she observed, with emphasis
canoe,
and stowed it out of sight In a
on the pronoun.
thicket repacked his
"Yes?" he drawled. "Well, there's convenient
out again. Hazel
struck
and
horses
no profit In arguing the point Let's
upon her knowledge of British
drew
be getting on."
geography, and decided thai
ne reached for the lead rope of the Columbia
where BUI hid his canoi
big
river
the
nearest pack horse.
where It debouched
Eraser
must
be
the
Bazel urged SUk up a step. "Mr.
And In that case
mountains.
from
the
Wagstaff," she cried, "I must go back."
and In a wilderness
north,
was
she
far
me,"
go
he
without
back
"Yon can't
said. "And Tm not traveUng that way, Indeed.
Her muscles gradually hardened to
thank yon."
saddle and to walking. Her appethe
forbegged
I"
she
oh,
please
"Please
grew In proportion. The small sup-pl- y
tite
lornly.
of eatable dainties that Roaring
Roaring BIU's face hardened. "I
BUI had brought from the Meadows
will not," he said flatly. "I'm going to
disappeared, until they
play the game my way. And I'll play dwindled and bannocks baked a la
on
living
were
fair. That's the only promise I will
frontier In his frying pan, on beans
make."
and coffee, and venison killed by the
encompassing
at
look
the
a
She took
way. Yet she relished the coarse fare
woods, and her heart sank at facing
even while she rebelled against the cirthose shadowy stretches alone and
cumstances of Its partaking.
The truth of his statement
"Do you realize," she broke out one
that she would never reach Cariboo evening over the fire, "that this Is simforced Itself home. There
Meadows

was but the one way out and her woman's wit would have to save her.
"Go on, then," she gritted, In a swift
surge of anger. "I am afraid to face
this country alone. I admit my helplessness. But so help me heaven, I'll
make you pay for this dirty trick I
You're not a man I You're a cur a
miserable, contemptible scoundrel I"
"Whew!" Roaring BUI laughed.
"Those are pretty names. Just the
same, I admire your grit Well, here
we gol"
Be took up the lead rope, and went
on without even looking to see If she
followed. If he had made the slightest
attempt to force her to come, If he had
betrayed the least uncertainty as to
whether she would come, Hazel would
have swung down from the saddle and
set her face stubbornly southward In
sheer defiance of him. But such Is the
peculiar complexity of a woman that
she took one longing glance backward,
and then fell In behjnd the packs. She
was weighted down with dread of the
unknown, boiling over with rage at
d
In the
the man whe swung
lead; but nevertheless she followed
light-foote-

blm.
All the rest of the day they bore
steadily northward. Hazel had no Idea
of BUI Wagstaffs destination. She
was too bitter against him to ask, after
admitting that she could not face the
wilderness alone. She knew nothing
of the North, but she thought there
niust be some mode of communication
or transportation. If she could once
get In touch with other people well,
she would show Roaring Bill. Of
course, getting back to Cariboo Meadows meant a new start in the world,
voice at last "Why?"
"Did I mislead your he parried. for she had no hope, nor any desire,
"Weren't yon already lost when you to teach school there after this epicame to my camp? And have I mis sode. She found herself facing that
treated yon In any manner? Bave I prospect unmoved, however. The Important thing was getting out of her
refused you food, shelter or help?"
"My home Is In Cariboo Meadows,' present predicament
Roaring Bill made his camp that
she persisted. "I asked yon to take me
there. Yon led me away from there night as If no change In their attitude
had taken place. To all his efforts at
deliberately, I belleva now."
"My trail doesn't happen to lead to conversation she turned a deaf ear and
She proposed to
Cariboo Meadows, that's all," Roaring a stony countenance.
Bill coolly told her. "If yon must go eat his food and use his bedding, bebade there, I shan't restrain you In cause thai was necessary. But socially
any way whatever. But Pm for home she would have none of him.

ply abducción?"
"Not at all," BUI answered promptly. "Abduction means to take away
surreptitiously by force, to carry away
wrongfully afcd by violence any human
being, to kidnap. Now, yon can't by
any stretch of the Imagination accuse
me of force, violence or kidnaping
not by a long shot. Yon merely wan
dered Into my camp, and It wasn't convenient for me to turn back. Therefore circumstances not my art, r
member made It advisable for yon to
accompany me. Of course PU admit
that, according to custom and usage,
you would expect me to do the polite
thing and restore you to your own
stamping ground. But there's no law
making It mandatory for a fellow to
pilot home a lady In distress.
Isn't

that right?"
Hazel, arriving at "Roaring
Bill's" cabin, learns that she cannot hope to get word to anyone
In the outside world before
spring and that she must make
the best of the situation, which
she finds not so bad as It might
be, owing to ."Roaring Bill's"
consideration for her. The next
Installment tells of Hazel's Introduction to this new life In the
wilds. -
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To Cure Sore Throat
So many people have been troubled
with sore throats this spring. It Is
most unwise to allow this condition to
progress, since many serious forms of
sickness Btart with "Just a sore throat."
r
When the throat feels raw,
gargling periods, using warm salt water, are advised. This Is an antiseptic
and removes the Irritation. Again
equal parts of Usterlne, water and peroxide Is even more effective. For an
annoying tickling In the throat an application of hot glycerin rubbed thoroughly Into the pores and covered with
warm flannel gives relief.
half-hou-

WOMEN SUFFERERS
NEED

MAY

SWAMP-ROO- T

Thousands upon thousand! of women
have kidney and bladder trouble and
never suspect it.
Women'a complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy
condition, they. may cause the other organs to become diseased.
Pain in the back, headache, loss of ambition, nervousness, are often times symptoms of kidney trouble.
Dr.
Don't delay starting treatment.
a physician's preKilmers' Swamp-Root- ,
scription, obtained at any drug store, may
be just the remedy needed to overcome
such conditions.
Get a medium or large size bottle im
mediately from any drug store.
However, if you wish first to test this
preparation send ten cents to Dr.
kT.'
& Co.. Binchamton. N. Y.. for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.
Six Days In Cellar.
An unusual adventure befell Lieut
Vthen
S. Smith McLean, Australian.
the men of his patrol were falling all
around him he dashed Into a house to
As he mounted
attack the garrison.
the stairs he .was hit by an enemy
bomb and knocked out, losing his revolver. One of his men managed to
get him Into a cellar, and for six days
he remained there with nothing to
eat but Iron rations. Three nights he
attempted to recross the enemy front
line, but was unable to do so. He was
eventually rescued by British troops.

FRECKLES

b the Tine to Get Rid of Taest Ugly SpeU
There's no longer the slightest need of feeling
Othlne doubl
ashamed ol jour freckles,
strength U guaranteed to remore the homely
New

spots.
Simply

get an ounce of Othlne doubl
strength from Tour druggist, and apply a little
of it night and morning and you should soon see
that (Ten the wont freckles hart begun to
while the lighter ones hare ranlsbed entirely. It la seldom that more than ona ounc
Is needed to completely clear th skin and gala
beautiful clear complexión.
Be aure to ask for the double strengtn utnine,
as this Is sold under guarantee of money back
Adr.
U It falls to remora freckles.

t

In New Zealand.

At the late annual meeting of the
Walkato Beekeepers' association nt
Hamilton, an assistant director of the
horticultural division of the depart
ment of agriculture stated that there
were 4,391 apiaries registered In New
Zealand, representing 50,523 colonies
of bees. One beekeeper last year returned 30 tons of honey, which he sold
at $487 per ton, while some was sold
as high as $730 per ton, thus making
it a very prosperous industry.

Important to Mother
Examine carefully every bottle of
that famous old remedy
for infants and children, and see thaUt
Bears the
Signature of (
in use lor over so Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castor!!
CASTORIA,

An Ovation.

"Never got such an ovation In my
life."
,
"How so, girlie?"
"You know when a young man
lifts his hat to a lady, every young
man who happens to be with blm does
the same."
"Of course."
"Well, Ferdy bowed to me from
the middle of his marching club and
three hundred young men lifted their

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Our Beliefs.
Ain't It the truth, exclaims a con hats."
tributor to an exchange, that we believe what we like to believe? That's
If you wish beautiful, clear white
not an original observaUon, but Its clothes, use Red Crow Bag Blue. At all
truth was made manifest to me one good grocers. Adv.
day last September. We were walking
In 8tyle.
in the fields, a young woman and L
Hobbs What do you do with your
(This Is not a sentimental tale be
old clothes?
calm.) And she picked a brown-eyeDobbs Wear them.
Susan and began plucking off the
petals, one by one, murmuring eoftlj
There is electricity In a kiss, says a
to herself as she did so.
Certainly It can shock.
scientist.
"He loves me he loves me not
be loves me he " she whispered.
When Your Eyes Need Care
"Do you believe In that stuff?" eal4
L scornfully.
Try Murine Eye Remedy 4
Wo Smarting
Just Br Comfort. H nt at
Why er wait tlU I see how It
DroBglats or mall. Writ for Cra Bra book.
I
comes out" she answered.
ULaUAX M.XM. KBMJbDX CO., CUICAttO
d
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EL TRIGO DE AMERICA HA
PARADO EL HUNO.
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Trigo Esta Ganando la
Guerra.
El Administrador Federal Ce
Alimentos, el Sr. Ely, anuncia a
los patriotas sin trigo do Nuevo

Ku.ivmtr.u August

IT.

19. J,

iThs influence of these,
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special Agent was here this
week investigating the claim of
Alfred Davenport which he made
proof on since going to the army
The investigation is based on a
contest filed three years ago and
abandoned but it is said all claims
are thus investigated which have
been contested. A recommendation for the cancellation of this
claim would likely raise a bigger
row than any other we think of
at present and we hardly think
it will be done. If it is it will be
the start of some investigation
of investigators which will
result in some much needed
changes in methods, There are
few more popular or deserving
boys in the service from Roy
and friends here would resent
strenuously attempts to injure
his interests.

This paper has enlisted

viththc government in the
cause of America for the

period of the war

The American's Creed
o

I

"

BELIEVE IN THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA, AS A
GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE,
BY THE PEOPLE, FOR THE PEOPLE, WHOSE JUST POWERS ARE
DERIVED FROM THE CONSENT
OF THE GOVERNED! A DEMOCRACY IN A REPUBLIC: A SOVEREIGN NATION OF SOVEREIGN
A PERFECT
UNION
STATES;
ONE AND INSEPARABLE, ESTABLISHED UPON THE PRINCIPLES
OF FREEDOM, EQUALITY, JUSTICE AND HUMANITY,
I THEREFORE - BELIEVE IT
IS MY DUTY TO MY COUNTRY
TO LOVE IT; TO SUPPORT ITS
TO OBEY ITS
CONSTITUTION
LftWS: TO RESPECT ITS FLAG:
AGAINST
AMD TO DEFEND IT
ALL ENEMIES.

Cattle Ford

TRADE-Hors- es

Head of Maren Mules and
Horses for Sale will take a good
Ford Auto in trade. I also have
some good milch cows for sale
Inquire at the
Office. "
16

S--

Mountain View

The action of the Council of De
fense, backed by Governor Lind-se- y
and Attorney General Patton
in declaring war on Hearstpubli-eationis causing some uneasiness in the mind of Kaiser
satellite in
notorious
Morton,
E.
Howard
America.
Los
Angeles
city editor of the
"Examiner," came to Santa Fe
last Thursday morning and called
on Charles Springer, chairman
of the executive committee. Mr.
Hearst is striving to empty a
part of his slush fund into the
state in an advertising campaign.
The Albuquerque "Journal" of
Sunday carried a
ad
which was devoted principally to
an attack on Col. Roosevelt the
"Metropolitan
Magazine" and
the New York "Tribune."
Hearst has built up a great busi
ne3s and has amassed a great
fortune by capitalizing ignorance
y playing upon superstition and
low passion; by appealing persit-entl- y
to the mob spirit, and by
stirring up class hatred and class
warfare which has set American
against Americrn. His publications, with their socialistic-aarchistic preachments have laid
the ground work for Bolshevism
in the United States and have
s,

Wil-helm-

75-inc-

's

Fine rains almost daily.
A number of
tended S. S. at

our people
Chateau.

at- -

Henry Newton of Valley View
went to Raton Thursday and
enlisted in the Radio Service.
Mrs. S. H. White is on the sick

list.
Mr. and Mrs. "J.J.

Everett are

justly proud of the

girl

Robertson Everjll,
who arrived last week at their
home and is the eighth girl to
join their family the elder sister
Miss

is

Elma

attending summer school at

Las Vegas. Grandpa Robertson
declares the last one the finest of
the lot and predicts she will be a
Democrat voter when she is old
enough. There are no boys in the
family but otherwise thev are all
all right.

Free!
Will Continue to Give You

a 25ct. THRIFT-STAMwith each $5.00 purchase
P

of Drygoods, Clothing. Shoes,
Hats, or Men,s Furnishings,
This offer will help both you and Your Country.

1

F, É. IVEY Supt

Mora County.

ZT-Z-

l

cuarto para cada hombre, mujer

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
straightened out and we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.
HSa.

Y. P. S. C. E.

Al Matter, entrusted to us dispatched with Promptness
Vour Business KnpeotfuUy Solicited

e

r ioersfieim

ercantile

Company

O. Defrkes, President
Miss Lillian Giuner, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M every Sunday even-In- g
at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

MYRA

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

"Este trigo ha salvado el
frente occidental" dice el Señor
Ely, a su regreso recientemente
de una conferencia de administración de alimentos en Washington. La fuerza de este trigo
en los ejércitos de América y do
sus Aliados les ha permitido
parar el avance del Huno. Sin
él, no hay duda alguna que la
línea de reslstancla hubiera cedido ya hace tlinipo. Cada patriota de Nuevo Mexico quien ha
a.sistldo en economizar trigo
puede ser orgulloso de esa parle
suya en el suceso militar."

nd Aceuror

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.
Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

THE ü .N i V cRSALCA

j

Koyb arag e

LOS CONDADOS DEL NORTE VAN
.
ESPLENDIDAMENTE,
DICE
'
GREGORIO.

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.

At Reasonable Rates.

C.B. STUBBLEFIELD & Co.

(Incorporated)

ROY,1

II!

Felix Vachon,

Methodist Episcopal Church

Cars Housed and Cared for

Repair Work "SSS

Rev. Fr.

Priest in charge,

and LIVERY

El Teniente Inspector, el Sr. Gregorio, de la Administración de Alimentos, al regreso de su viaje por Kan
Juan, por los condados de Itlo Airllu
y Taos, nos informa do la existencia
en todas partes de una activa cooper
ación con la administración d;i alimentos, hasta las poblaciones remotas.
Gregorio visitó las poblaciones do
Taos, Chama, Aztec, Farmington, Tierra Amarilla y demás entre estas.
Estima el Sr. Gregorio que tros veces mils que el aüo pasado se está sembrando este año; dice que se ven raramente en las mesas los azucareros;
se eslá conservando el trigo y él pueblo hace su posible para que se pare e'.
echar ft perder de substancias alimen
tlclas de cualquier clase.

3rd Sunday
Church

Mechanics

at Roy Christian

-

a m and 7:30 d m
2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
11a m and 7:30 p m

STA.

Proprietor

11

W. C. Heaton,

New Mex.

Pastor

SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT
1st Sunday

at

Mosquero,

11 A. M.
7.00 P. M.

Bradley,
Bradley,

3d Sunday,

LA SALA

DE PUBLICIDAD DE LA
BIBLIOTECA EN ALBUQUERQUE.

2nd Si 4th Sundays

recent

ly acquired

NUEVA LISTA DE LA ADMINISTRACION DE ALIMENTOS
PARA TODOS LOS PATRI-OTAECONOMIZANDO
.
CARNE DE VACA.

S

Cuatro comidas por semana
con cartae de vaca.
LUNES Una comida, Rosbif.
MARTES Una comida, carne
de vaca hervida.
JUEVES Una comida, carne
de vaca hervida.
SABADO Una comida, biftec.
Todos los propietarios de hoteles y restaurantes se han puesto de acuerdo para servir carne
de vaca en forma de esta lista

a real printer.
Formerly it was a rather rough
and amateurish appearing sheet
now it is printed as righ as can
be.
It inteiistingly expresses
the sentiment of the men there.
Patriotism is the key note of its

editorial utterances.

7

A.M.
P.M.

11

A.M

11

Mosquero,

at Liberty,

Solano, 3, P.
R. L. MATTHEW. Pastor,

M

BAPTIST
.First Sunday in each month.
Services 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M.

El Dorado Hotel

Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.

Under new Management
Charles Chapman, Proprietor.

E. Las Vegas, N.NL
Steam Heated,
Free Baths,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the
Main Business District
-

Tourists and
Will find

Land-Seeker-

CHRISTIAN

ROY
Services

of each

month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month Tat
and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morn
ing service.
11.00-a.m-.

PLEASANT

s

this the right place.

2d Sunday

VIEW

First Sunday each Month at

3,

p.m..
MILLS
The Ladies Aid of the M. E.
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.
Church at Solano appreciates the
O. W. Hearn, Pastor.
FOR SALE
patronage of the many friends
who contributed to the success of
At a Bargain! Terms to
their social Saturday night given,
Suit Purchaser,
LODGE DIRECTORY
for the benefit of the church, and
A Car Load of
Red Cross. The net receipts
were $15. 90. Especially they
appreciate 'the effort of Rev..
I. O. O. F.
Hearn, of Roy, who enthused
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
FARM MACHINERY
the'large audience with a patriMeets at its own Hall
otic address.
Every Wednesday
A feature was the unfurling-oEvening
a Service Flag with eight stars
Visiting Brothers always'wel-conrLost, Strayed or
k
for the Solano Boys who are now
Filly two years old brandsoldiers. They are Jose
n
Chas. A. Peare, N. G..
ed flD on left hip.
Hepburn, San ford and J. E. Wildman, Sec'y.
Notify
Fayette Livingston. Chester Horton, Ralph ThompSolano N. M.
son, Hallie Dean, Ernest Morris
Rebekah Degree
and Leo Ross, Guests report a
LAND PLATS of ail kinds
fine time and pleasing entertain- - HARMONY LODGE No. 24,
Abstracts of U. S. Land
ment
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Office Records,
MAPS.
Mrs. Harriet E. Crisweli Secy,
Evening each month
Prompt Attention"
I. O. O. F. Hall

Avery Tractor

solamente.
Sin embargo sólo las directoras de casa pueden hacer este
reglamento realmente efectivo.
A los consumidores se les pido
no compren más que libra y media de carne de vaca con hueso,
por persona por semana, ó libra
y cuarto sin huesov
De nuevo se vuelve urgente la
necesidad de conservar la carne
de vaca para los soldados. Los
consumidores de Nuevo Mexico
deberían de responder á esla petición leal y cscruptilosamenle.

P.&O.

Baum Bro's.

e.

Stolen---Blac-

Mascer-enas.Joh-

--

DOS LIBRAS DE AZUCAR ES EL
LIMITE PARA FINES
DOMESTICOS.

Remember! The Big Store

a

presence is necessary.

a

W.S.S.

--

S.UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL?
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
at Christian Church.
Your

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in

La Señora Harry Wilson, directora
Miss Ora Howell was a guest de la división de publicidad
de BIBLIof Miss Ruth RobertsonjThursday OTECA para ia Administración de Alimentos, tendrá una sala al Congreso
Mrs.
Spencer and daughter de Madre-Hijen Albuquerque la seBernice were guests at the mana del 24 de Junio, llena de toda
clase de publicaciones de la AdminisHowell home.
tración de Alimentos, con magazines
Judging by the mechanical
Miss Gertrude Hicks returned proveídos por editores para esta oca- apperance of the "Forward" the
sión de Importancia, todos cuantos met) her home in Kansas City dios de información serán
buenos para little paper published by the
Thursday
Instruir al pueblo en vojverso buen Convicts in the Penitentiary ' at
conservador de alimentos.
Santa Fe, they must have

h

n

J. Taylor, Abstractor

Mora, New Mexico

y niño en los Estados Unidos.
.

Tom.

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

Mexico que América, Incluyendo
á Nuevo Mexico, lia ecoñomizv
do 145,000,000 de lyishels de trigo para "AHI en Francia" la
que representa casi bushel y

A

- -

Church Directory.
C. ü.' Strong, County Treasurer,

El

s

postoriice in Hoy, New Mexico.

N

De hoy en a Ih;iI las compras de
azúcar para uso doméstico serán restringidas & dos libras en vez de cinco
libras y media, según anuncio publicado por el Administrador Federal de
1

Alimentos, el Sr. Ralph C. Ely. En
calidades rurales, donde los habitantes
tienen que caminar mucho para consepoco mayores
guirlo, se consedera-lo-

C.N. ROARK
Clavton New Mex.

WANTED ;Laborers on Reservoir Construction at Miami, near
cantidades.
Springer, N. M, Steady work,
La demanda por azúcar para conservar alimentos ha sido inesperada; Good wages.
mente muy grande. Ha habido casos
J, R. Trimmer. Engineer,
en que no se han observado los reglaDevelopement Co.
Farmers
Care
mentos relativos á la compra mínima
de azúcar; la demolida tremenda por
buques para el trasporta de tropas .1
Francia ha reducido mucho el número
de buques llevando azúcar; los azucares de Cuba y de Ifewa'ii se están
transportando con muy poca actividad,
teniendo la cocecha de Cuba especialmente que protegerse contra el pid'gro
de submarinos. Estas y otras circunstancias han determinado ft la Administración de Alimentos á poner el freno
sobre el gran consumo de azúcar. Se
pide que las personns quienes quieran
conservar alimentos en' casa avisen íl
fus mercaderes qué cantidad seril necesita para el periodo de conservas
esta estación; pero los comerciantes
han decidido no vender para conservar
riño la cantidad indispensable en una
necesidad Inmediata en la utilización
do cada cosecha. Habrá una provisión
suficiente de azflrar.s se connerva y
distribuye según las reglas Indicadas.

JACK P. MILLS
U. S. Commissioner
Filings,
Proofs
land matters.
Also

and all

Surveys and' Plats,
Prompt Attention

at Solano, New Nexico.

Office

Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's
Office and Exchange,
Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

ROY, N. M.
PHONE at Springer..

E

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines conand intermediate points.
Exchange,
ServiceEfficient
City
Kay
nected.
Rural-Communi-

.

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

Miss

Lillian Gkiner. R, 6.

Mrs.Grace V. Ogden

Secy..

Visiting Sisters welcome

J. B. LUSK
Attorney

at Law

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted'
to me
ROY

NEW MEXICO

? SELLING OUT?
Then you will have a
PUBLIC SALE.g$l
There's only one REAL Auc- tioneer in the Country, Thats -

Col. F. O. WHITE
His address is MILLS N. M.
You can have SALE BILLS
printed and make dates at .the
Spanish-'America-

n

Mexic.'

"'''Office.

'

Roy-Ne-

.

THE

ERICA N.

6PANISH-A-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
June 18 , 1918.
June 19, 19Í8
Notice is hereby given that Thorns s
Notice is hereby given that John J. Bowman, of Solano. Mora County, N
Taylor, of Roy, New Mexico, who on M.,'who, on Nov. 18, 1914. made HomeSept.8. 1H14. made HE. No. 017909 for stead entry No. GIST; 7
fur NEJ,Sec.22,
J
Sec.8 and NwJ Sec. 23
SW:
and
Section 17,
Twp. 18 N., R. 27 E., N. M. P. MeriRange 20E N.M.P, dian, has filed notice of intention to
Township 1!)N.
Meridian, has filed notice of iptention make final three year proof,
to estabto make three year final proof to estab- lish claim to
the land above described,
lish claim to the land above described before
Jack P. Mills, U. S, CommU-sionebefore F II Foster, U S Com, at Roy
at his office Solano, N. M., on
N M on the 8th day of Aug. 1913.
on Aug. 10, 1918.
Claimant iames as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
W H Baum
Earl Baum
J W tíowman
J W Beckman
M N Baker
Clarece Leffler
A G Trujillo
John Horton

Governor's Proclamation
lo the People of the

State of New Mexico :
Tho people of this state will have the opportunity on
June 28th, 1918, of showing theic loyalty and consecration to
the great enterprise this nation is engaged upon by pledging
themselves to save and economize and invest in war savings

SWi-NVV-

Stamps.
The material needs necessary

Al! of Roy

7-

NOTICE
Office

Roy, N. M., on Aug. 7th
Claimant names a3 witnesses:
C F wnght
J L Smith
G G Leach
VVm. G Johnson
27
Al! of Roy, New Mexico.

office

M

PR

I

ferl

4

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Clayton, N. M., June 12, 1918.
Notice is hereby given that Junr
Jose Belasquez , of Albert , N. M
who, on Aug. 10, 1913, made Ilomestea
See,2t
J
entry No. 0206S8, for
Twp, 20N. R. 29 E , N. M. P. M., hat
filed notice of intention to maka final
three year proof to establish claim
tho land abovi dsssribtd, beforo W.LI
Wlllcox.U.S. Commissioner, at his office in Roy, N. M., on Aug 20, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Thomas E Mitclall
Frank Gonzales
Felix Sandoval
Pedro Gonzales
all of Albrrt N M

at

YOU CANT TURN BACK THE UNIVERSE,
IF YOU SPENT ALL YOU MADE

IS GONE.

1918

PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.

GONE--GO-

NE

FOREVER.

NEJ-NW-

t

YESTERDAY

IT IT IS

BUT REGRETS WONT HELP MATTERS,
THE REAL
THING TO DO IS TO BUCKLE DOWN NO- W- TODAY, AND
OPEN A BANK ACCOUNT WITH THE MONEY YOU HAVE
IN YOUR POCRET.

COMETO OUR BANK,

Roy Trust& Savings Bank

0

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE
Ladies and Gentlemen,
If you want to be sure to
have all wool in your suits
and correct fit without extra
cost I have been a Tailor
for 37 years and know the
trade so you can give your
orders with confidence
TAILORING CO.
to--RO- Y

o
To Sell or Trade- :- Double
plow.
disc P&O. Automatic-triInquire of L. W. Stanley,
On the Shannon Farm south o
p

t

wide-spreadi-

-

Denartment of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
June. 19, 1918
Notice is hereby given that James
of Roy, N. M. who,
H. Sansbury.
on Decl7.1914 made H. E. No 018990 for
Si Section 14, Twp. 19N. Rng. 25E
Ni M. P. Meridian has filed notice of
intention to make Final Three year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
described, before F. II. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner at Roy, N. M., on the
7th day of Aug. 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
C F Wright
J L Smi:h
G G Leach
Wm.G. Johnscn

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Southwestern Hotel

Department of the Interior.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
(J. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M
Land
ROY, N. M.
June 12, .1918
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Notice is hereby given- - that
Onice at ciayion, nci
May4 1918
Mrs. J.N. Renfro, Prop'r.
Pacomio Velasqu:z of Albeit New Mex
U9AI3 iCqawM f! aoRON
who, on Jan 22 1913 Aug. 16,19,15 made
N.M Refurnished
Large,
thruout,
for
Otto Lohstroh of Roy, Mora Co,
Homestead Entry No.0171K0-020f828,1913 and Sept-- . comfortable Rooms,
November
28E
R
on
20
who
12,
N.
T
Section
....
,4nr,
1!
Sec.18; S
t
ember 27, l'Jlo maae
Sec. 7.
'irst Class Dining Room Service
Township Entrys No,016713 AddlNo 020934 torwj
7
SE1
Section
SW1-SE- J
12,
11,
Lots
N. M. P. SWI:
2DE.
20 N,
Range
Transcicnt Trade Solicited.
NWJ-NE- 1
NEi-NWM., has filed notice of intention to Section 6 and
m
ry&m
"E
25
20-Range,
make three year proof, to establish Section 7 Township
NOTICE
filed
notice
has
Meridian,
be
claim to the land above described,
E, N. M. P.
Year To Ladies and Gentlemen-- In
fore W.H.Willcox U.S. Commissioner of intention to make Final Three
claim to the land
establish
to
Proof,
at Roy, New Mexico, on Aug
order to be sure of getting
7 27
All of Roy New Mexico
above described, before F. H. Foster,
office
in
his
Claimant names as witnesses:
CLEANING and PRESSING
U. S. Commissioner, at
PAZ VALVERDE,
Gonzele
July
'918
ell
day
Frank
Thomas E Mitel
Register.
Roy, N. M., on the 18th
done in first class manner the
Pedro Gonzales
Felix Sandoval
Claimant names as witnesses:
same week bring in your work
McGrath
Tho'.s
New
Mexico,
Hernandez
All
Albert.
C
of
Cosme
NOTICE rOS PUBLICATION.
not later than 'Tuesday.
of Mills New, Mexico
Registfct. Joe Mastas
VALVERDE,
PAZ
Department of the Interior
Roy Tailoring Co.
of Roy N. M.
John MtCrystel
U. 3. Land Office at Clayton, N. M
PAZ VALVERDE,
New Mexico.
Agency for Suit Orders.
fi.31
19, 1918
. ' Jutle
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Register.
r ''
Notice is hereby given that Robert L.
Care of the" Canary.
17
Sansbury, of Roy N.M. who on Dec.
Don't forcet to give the canary K
1914 made Homestead
fresh bit of green every now and then;
Entry No, Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
PUBLICATION
FOR
New
Mexico
Clayton,
NOTICE
Office
also that too much hemp seed mai3
at
14
018997 for
hlui fat.
June 13, 1918
SWi Sec. 13, Twj), 19N,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Notice is hereby given that
Rng. 25E NMPM. has filed notice of
Office Clayton New Mexico.
of Sabinoso, New
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
three-yea- r
proof Feline Martinez
intention to make
'J 5,
4 23, '14 &
who
Mexico
on
June 12. 1918
Department of the Interior
in the manner required of home
given that
017638 and ad'l 020437 for
No
II
E
hereby
made
is
Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
S.
Notice
U.
stead entrymen to establish claim to
May 24 1918
NEi-SE- l
Twp. Cerilia M. de Beltran.widow of Manuel
Seel,
for
and
the land above described,
before
26: Lot Beltren, deceased, of Roy, New Méx.,
Notice is hereby given that
17N, Rng. 25E and Lot
his Commanding Officer in the U.S
Sec 7 who on July 8,1915 mado HE no.020J'J9 Mary Bailey of
1&2 & NEJ-N,
Service and his witn?sses before 4, Soc.6: Lots
no- - frT.nt4:
filed
Rng
Sec. 19;
26E.
N.
Lot! Roy, Mora county, N. M., who' on jt
NMPM.h.a
F.H.Foster. U.S. Commissioner, athis Ti"
Section 30 'J'wp 19 N, R 25 E. NMPM
ice oi intention tu ihukc ,
November 23 1914 mado Homesteae
Office Roy, N. M. on August 8, 1913
year
proof
three
filed notice of intention to make three Entry No, 018894 for SI Section 10
claimant names as witnesses:
to establish claim to the land vear proof, to establish claim to the Township 21 N. Range 27 E N. M. P.
C F Wright
J. L. Smith
.
land above described, betore
above described, before
Meridian has filled
G G Leach
Wir, G. John oi
F. H. Foster, U S Commissioner at W. II. Willcox U.S Commissioner at notice oí intention to make Final Three
All of Roy N Mex
'
Roy, New Mexico en Aug.10, 1918
Roy New Mexico on August 12 1918 Year, Proof, to establish claim to the
PAZ VALVERDE,
land above described, before F. II.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Register,
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his ofJose d 3 la Cruz, Martinez
Juan Ifidro Romern Juan Sandoval fice in Roy, N. M., on July 18 1913
Nicolas Sandoval
Seferino Garcia
Luis Martinez
Casimero Jaramillo
Claimant names as witnesses: Hen-Roman M. Truji lo,
All of Roy, New Mexico
J"F. Mitchell
B, Slusher
PAZ VALVERDE
0
All of Sabinoso, New Mexico
A, A. Himes
Register
Robert
Holmes
rPAZ VALVERDE,
)W
All of Roy New Mexico
.
Register,
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Swl-NEi-

1

M

7--

17-2-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, II. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico

44slyles;colorp. and sizes
in tna famous "RASUtR" Lma
of bicycles. All are pictured
natural colora in our latest
catalog. There are many ether
r.i.v.Ieisaiso jn fact
lino of bicycles in the wcrid, nil
o
ct FACTORY FRÍCES, from $15.75,
S?13.C3, up. There is a Mead bicycle to
ric
B"it tin tasto of every
lightc.1 MotcrLike models. Racers, Juniors
í'or cíiildrei; Ladies' models too all at
Ciiowae fforr,

n

thon-.ostccm-

rl-'t-

mi

U

H.WkA'l

mm

MIS--

V,

h. ; LMv. n'rprí.'n-riuiiit5il?4Xw'i;
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.If IUS?KS?M M'StH
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White Pine Screen Doors

1J7.ZJ

ai1
Ha

Rwl

RANGES

IM

i

"

THERE IS NO BETTER DOOR THAN THE
WHITE-PINSee us before Buying!
E

Trial: will
the

Phone 19,
New Mex.
ROY,
30E

191á

SJ-N-

Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Higinio Sandovavl
Hugh Trout
R. C. Giun'g
Trenida Sanchez
John Weisdofer
C. A. Butler
Zacarías Cordova Antonio Aragón
All of Roy New Mexico
All of Gallegos.New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

Riders

k
Ik ,un UO.IUI
J- ri, I' lb
ij . .j oldest and moit aucccBRftil bicyrla

Ü

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store

conoorn i:i tha world, with a Service de-

partment that carea for the parta and
repair needs of more than n million
every "BANKER" we Mo
ridcra.
IHÍIIiV' A n 1 M roes n With
Certificate of guarantee for
fhe New Electric
1111 tri IT) T
III!
it IHYU Five Years.
Electric Lleht Oat- TIRES, tlorns.
fits, rrnrfv-to-us- o
front and
rearwbeels. Inner Tuber. Tool Kin. etc..
etc. Rcpnir parts for al bicyclea and coaster
brake! . all accurately pictured and described
Inthoaundry parea of thebiir new Kanjrer
Write for it. lfa free! AH iba
Cítalo?.
7jF latest imnorted
to nuaranteo to you tho faith- Vv
and American novelties in
MS-- y
ful perrormanc oi our uu
equipment
and
at pricca to lovr
I dav
fer5Sl. they will Mtouitllnttachmonte
trial airresmMit.
you.
rtieyelet.
"RaNOER"
exhibit
tho mndi'l
end
rio
overywhtre
Itljk
I w.m1 Wmlat
tl wnilayuii rids and enjoy it, nuki moneyselect
Lj inturts.ing
Ha IllBlJ ymprrmnnl,
lllUCI NgBniS
,i
yourfriend andnelihboriin"IIAlCKR"l)icycla.
full partieulm of our ereat
offrr
enr JatMt Mtilée.
bat write
lY
b.r.f yu select for H
OenflJ RO MOnej to arad, a ekarra
lhlNOtR"
. ,
without Antlnatsu'iiKJiiitwaoucc.
rfMTriakBcaiinorardtabay.abicyda,Uraaoxuiub;H

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines
Perodicals and Stationery

.Li.jnnr

Roberts & Olver

13,

Al

psdery-t-

That are worth the money

innr
t hev.
o no
"

hlcycio yon aolcct.
FREIGHT CHARGES FULLY FRE- YOU
TOWN, for thirty
It
TO
íirAlD
iruv (.nut auiuBi riuni ic:bi.
IW uuj3
,o pay return charges u you decido
- .
1. i-- . . l. ..
r.
Anj
j ; iriai.i in-'
wesr anui tear aurin
wcina&u
no cfTort la influenco your decision.
,yi j :ni tnui u u;i ai our expense.
. 'm!
-o

mis
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09 Days Free
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A
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico

Mav 24 191S
Notice is hereby given that
Notice is hereby given that
Charles Depew of Roy New Mexico
Jose Inea Perea, of Galleys, N. Mex who on April first 1915 made Homewha on Apr. 21th 1915, made H E no stead Entry No '.'19723 for
Seo.
Sec 20 Township 11 andSWi-NW019345 for SE1;S1-N- Section 12 Township
J
17 N Ran? 29 E
N. M. P.
19 N Renge. 26 K
N. M. P. M., lias filed notice of intenfiled
notice of Intention
Meridian,
has
esto
proof,
tion to make three year
tablish claim to the land above de- tomake three Year Proof, to establish
scribed before F H Foster, U. S. claim to the land above described, beCommissioner at Roy New Mexico on fore F. H. Foster U S Commissioner
at Roy N. M. on July 18 1918.
Aug. 12 1918
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We have an Extra fine Line of
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Keep Out the Deadly Fly

-

i-

rider-elect-

It is time to put up Screen Doors and

.1

J-

NEl-NW-

1

7--

reward.

m

in.u

SEJ-SE-

i

ev-fi-

0

in Our Bank,

.VJ

Registe!

PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

distressing and gastrononilcally disappointing task, a table de hote dln-iion the Swiss plan, when he wns Roy.
heartily greeted by an English gentleman who had sat at the opposite end
FORD Car for sale or wil
of the table. The Englishman said:
"We have been observing you, as an trade for cattle. Note accepted i
American, with much Interest, and I desired Car is in good mechanical
want to ask you a very impertinent condition.
question, if I may. What are you by
SeeSeth Paxton, at the Ranch
occupation or profession? Won't you
be good enough to tell me, because my
wife says you are a clergyman, my
Mistaken Identity.
daughter Insists you are an actor, and
The
supposed rock crystal
ancients
I my you are a lawyer. We can't nil
be merely Ice congealed by Intense
right." "Yes, you can," lnstuntly old.
retorted Mr. Choate. "I am something
of all three three in one. I preach a
good deal, act a little, and practice
Boap Gerry Tree.
more or less law which mennsBthat I
The Jaboncello or soap berry tree
pm an American lawyer. Tell your grows In tho humid parts of western
wife nnd daughter you all guessed Ecuador. It attains a height of about
right.- fifty feet and has
ftrnncl-.eaud Immense quantities of
fruit of the size nnd nhape of cherries.
Hot Watei- Drinking.
The nearly transparent yellowish skin
A stomach cleansing treatment is onrt pulp surrounding the round black
oftin just as Important as n rest for seeds are so saponaceous as to be
the organ, says Win. Kuxtinnn In Phy- used Instead of soap by many neopli
sical Culture. The best ordinary meth- of Ecuador, being equivalent to more
od of stomach cleansing is the drinkthan fifty times their weight of that
ing of a considerable amount of hot material.
water. Not too hot. Just hot enough
ro that you can drink it with fair raLOST-Ladie- s
small pocket-boo- k
pidity and take a considerable amount
in Roy Saturday, Contained
liito tit Ktomneh In a short time.. If
y.n will tírlnk a cup of hot water
!
a ring Red Cross pin stamps and
five minuted untl' two quarts or
please
more liava been consumed, the result other articles. Jbmder
office and receive
will he unfailing.
leave at S--

Si

X

NOTICE FOlt PUBLICATION

Clayton, New Mexico,

E

ANTONIO LUCERO,

well-know- n

at

I

PUBLICATION.

WJ-SW-

W. E. LÍNDSEY.

American I Versatile.
Swiss !
At a certain
tel. during one of his summer holidays
la Switzerland, according to William
V. Roue In Case and Comment, Joseph H. Chonte had Just finished that

f OS

June. 19, 1918
Notice Is hereby given that
of Roy, N. M.
Thomas E Sansbury,
who on Dec. 17, 1914 made II E No- 11,
Section,
018089 for
Sec. 14 Town
NWJ: and WJ-Nship 19N iange 25E NMPMerldinnhas
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three year proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before
F II Foster U S Commissioner at his

Secretary of State.

'

I

n

I

PAZ VALVERDE,

Register

- 27

17

1

when you det mem
bid Keep mem safe

N M '

all of Solano

Department of the Interior U. S. Land

A. D. 1918.

Gale Kidd returned Saturday
from Tulsa Oklahoma where he
has been drilling oil wells and
will make proof on his claim.
He is looking husky and tanned
and promises to stay here a whfe
if the rains make it worth whi'e
and help his father on the farm.

New Mexico
PAZ VALVE RDE,

0

Bclf-dcni-

(Seal.)

burBollars

r,

to successfully prosecute
the war can be met only if the people of this nation deny
themselves some of their customary expenditures, It is not
enough to furnish thousands of young men as this state is
doing. Those men must be clothed fed and equipped. Surely when they are so willing to give their lives wé should not
hesitate to lend our savings.
The people of this state are expected to save and invest
in War Savings Stamps to the maturity value of $7,000,000.
Similar allotments have been made to other states and the
President of the United States has called on the people of the
various states on June 28th to indicate their willingness to
required of all of us, by
practice the 'patriotic
pledging themselves to purchase War Savings Stamps during
the remainder of this year. This state has always responded
fully to calls made upon it and I feci sure the present will be
no exception.
In order that this state and its people may not fall behind other states in responding to this call, I hereby proclaim
Friday, June 28th, as
WAR SAVINGS DAY
for the state of New Mexico, upon which day all persons shall
give their pledges for War Savings Stamps at such times and
places and in such manner as may bo appointed by Ilallct
Kaynolds, war savings director for this state, acting under the
authority of the secretary of the treasury, and pursuant to
the proclamation of the President of the United States.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the great seal of the state of New Mexico to be affixed.
Done at the city of Santa Fó this the 4th day of June,
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WEED CONTROL IS COMMUNITY PROBLEM
RATHER THAN FOR INDIVIDUAL FARMER

America Aroused and

IS

United Is Followina the

oris

i

if

V5

Shinina Figures of the
Leaders of 76
posed to poison gas or liquid Are, felt that It Imposed
a reputation for patriotism to make virulent oratoriwarriors" who were l
cal attacks on these "swivel-choi- r
!
remaining out of the zone of fire remaining In WashAnd so, some of the
ington, wltb the congressmen.
departments, yielding to oratory and other pressure,
threw out mnny men who had learned their Jobs
and were working more hours a day than any union
would have allowed; and then other men, some of
them fnr less competent, and all of them beginners,
were put Into the swivel chairs, nnd the work of
the war was thereby Just so much disarranged and
Just so much delayed all of which means something
In the casualty lists.
fhnf TiMrlsm must know Its
"blowing
l,.K
H
!,!,..
mimtn't ho
!,...,
V LI JWU
" merelV"
UIULIlUh'V I lfc
K.tt lUm"
Anri onfiiiiainnni in nspfnl only when it r
Thousands of tmfit
never takes Its eve oft the ball.
1
men were themselves 111 used and made a useless expense to Uncle Sam by too much Indiscriminate enDandelion
(

BootkTartárv5oiv

,

CRINO the snrlnsr of 1017 certain erouns
patriots In the East, particularly in
York and Boston, did a great deal
worrying about the Middle and

Dot

states.

These

Easterners .would

come together at luncheons and committee meetings,
and after getting Into
a condition of collective depression about
the apathy of the country, tiTey would
appoint one of their number to net as an oratorical
"Rudlger, go out there," they would say
commission.
"Rudlger, for God's sake, go out there and
to him.
And Rudlger would go
rouse the middle West I"
out on his rousing expedition and make speeches before commercial clubs, and at larger meetings, and
then go back home without having noticed that the
Middle and Western states were already passing their
quotas for enlistments of fighting men, whereas Rudl- ger's own state, at that time, had filled Just about
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weeds a poor chance to mature seeds,
(Prepared by th Urtlttd State Depart
ment OS 5iii.uiiuw.
as they ar cut for hay before most
The problem of suppressing weeds weeds ripen. Again, adopting a rotaone and aa Important tion often means growing cultivated
Is a many-side- d
port of the management of the farm. crops on land where such crops have
Successful crop management tnciuaes not been raised. The value of cultisuccessful weed management
vated crops In cleaning land of weeds
Larger Crops Mean Fewer Weeds.
has already been emphasized.
Generally speaking, the larger the

third of Its own enlistment quota. thusiasm on the part of boards that
However, the Rudlgers were not packed thera off to training camps.
100,000,000 And too often certain drafted men
all Easterners.
About
people seemed to feel that the United were sent to the camps In sullen
States did not realize that It was at moods, when tact and an eye on the
war. Rudlger's name was not legion, but populace; and yet he believed ball would have sent them not In a mood at all, but at least beginning to
man can lack
that he was almost the only person In America who "comprehended the glow with that steady fire of patriotism which no normal
country
needs him.
his
that
understandlngly,
knows,
when
he
full seriousness of the situation."
feels and
He got a somber satisfaction out of
possible
that we
Is
it
uses;
but
Its
his forebodings.
"They'll seel" he would predict. "They'll wake up and No doubt the word "slacker" has had
find out what they're In for, some day when It's too late maybe; but I tell should have done better not to adopt It; and one thing Is certain; those
'
you they won't know what It means! They're at war with the greatest of us who have never worn a uniform are not well entitled to use slacker,
Is not in
who
man
any
other
of
military power In the world, and they're sound asleep I I tell you It in its military sense, as a condemnation
good by
We can use the word "traitor" when we can make It
drives a man almost crazy to see, ns I do, what this war means, and then uniform.
been
have
who
those
and
soldiers
to
"slacker"
we
leave
proof,
should
but
look about him at all these millions of people behaving as If there weren't
bitterour
save
us
Let
Judged.
v
be
we
We must Judge not, lest
soldiers.
any war at all I"
He ness for our enemy.
ment of agriculture has issued bulEast, West, North and South, Rudlger got the habit of scolding.
When a
To a nation war comes as a great trouble comes to a family.
treating individually a number
felt that he had the whole war on his one pair of shoulders.
For a day
they letins
worst weeds and these publicahe might forget It a little, and go out and play golf. Then another day great trouble comes to a family the members of that family draw closer;
of
the
to one anmay be obtained on request
would come, when the weight of the war would lie heavily on him, and depend upon one another as never before; and they are kinder
tions
that
Rotations and Weeds.
he'd see some other Rudlger playing golf, and Rudlger would watch him other than they have been In happier times. They forget differences They
one
another.
help
to
sacrifices
make
benefit from practicImportant
An
from the clubhouse veranda, and groan and scold. "The big dunderheads !" have come among them, and they
they have not dising a rotation is in the control of
h would sputter.
"They Just can't realize It I Nobody doing anything I find many goodnesses and nobilities in one another that
covered before.
Their strength to meet their trouble comes from their weeds. If land is planted to the same
Nobody even worrying!"
one does not do
crop year after year, certain weeds
Yes; almost all of us hod a touch of Rudlger In those days. We Imag- unity: they cannot meet it if they bicker and fall apart. If
if they say: have ample opportunity to make top
ined that we felt the war more than our neighbors did; the thought made his share, the others will get less f rom Jüm by scolding than
us irritable, and there was a vast scolding.
and mature their seeds, and
We produced many thousands "Come, brother!"
Indlanapo-ii- . crowth
One day last April we had a "Liberty Loan" parade In
weeds therefore become firmly
of editorials and posters founded on the YOU theme.
these
The kaiser will
Hnmo 4nnnn nt n marched and the rest looked on and helped to established ; but if the land is planted
get YOU If YOU don't enlist, or if YOU don't subscribe to the Red Cross,
cheer,
and perhaps tried not to cry when the-- flags went down the street to different crops in succession these
or If YOU don't buy Liberty Bonds. Are YOU doing your duty? If not
with the people who carried tnem singing uioryi uiuiji
weeds do not have the opportunity to
YOU will be painted yellow.
uniiiiers infontrv and artillery In the parade, and hospital make nearly as much headway. Fur
Of course this going after YOU In such an obstreperous way was con- Thoro
state
were
thermore, adopting a rotation usually
sidered by advertisiug experts to be the most effective form of rousing, but units, and lines and lines of surgeons and nurses, and there
but the means the growth of grass, clover, or
In the light of later events one may venture to express a doubt and to ex- and city officials, and governors and senators and
Factory
press also an opinion that the YOU campaign was inspired mainly by rot Mit nf iha mnivhprs wer lust the neoDle of a city at war.
other forage crops. These crops not
marcfied with millionaires,
leaders
men:
labor
with
their
mnrrhed
.
Rudlger-ismonly discourage many kinds of weeds
Its congeniality with the nervous Irritability of the time. It was
The mer- by
which.
Whereas, what has really mado things happen on the great scale Is and unless you knew them you couldn't tell which was
their shading effect but also give
the clerks, the
neither the attack on YOU nor YOUR susceptibility to scolding, but the chants, the bankers, the lawyers, the doctors, the dentists,
canners,
-- nil,,! mon
tiio hnrhers. the bricklayers, the steel workers, the
WE, US and OUR spirit.
they all sang when
POTATOES
When a poster shouts nt me, "YOU aren't in the trenches," I am apt the carpenters, the plumbers they all marched and
urgumauuuu SPRAYING
to feel a little antagonized, and my thought may be: "What business Is the bands played and when the bands aiun't. xne jauiouc
neof
marched. Thousands
it of yours, you poster man, or advertising specialist? YOU aren't fa the marched, and the Protestant organizations
TO CONTROL BLIGHT
and In the war, like
trenches, either. YOU are as safely at home as anybody, nnd YOU haven't groes marched In their church orders, singing and free
been
had
organizations
that
and
clubs
great
the right to be screaming reproaches and warnings at me. YOU don't the rest. And there were
ficrmnn. but would no longer be called German, they mnrched and
know what I'm doing or trying to do for our cause. YOU seem to think
sang
and were most absolutely and violently a part of the war on Ger- Experiments Prove That Borit's more your war than it Is mine, and YOU think YOU have to wake me
call, singing "The
person, many. There were Bulgarians, shouting the allied battle
up, and YOU make me tired !" Or, If I'm a selfish and
deaux Mixture Is Effective.
nnd Serbians and
Roumanians,
were
Freedom,"
there
nnd
Cry
of
Battle
process
the kind at whom the YOU shooting Is chiefly aimed, my emotional
Chiwere
In
There
war.
this
all
and
all
Americans
Russians,
Greeks
and
niny take this form: "Cut out the bull! Yelling 'YOU' Isn't going to get
No
nese and there was a band of Japanese, dressed as antique bowmen.
Conducted
me to do anything I don't want to do. You can't work ME, 'bo!"
with the Germans. Results Given of Tests
war
at
wasn't
that
anything
was
there
city
In
where
the
efforts,
Of course there were Individuals who had to be shamed Into war
In
County,
Aroostook
Year
Last
it was not so with Indianapolis
and no doubt the YOU work helped to get them Into line, but the really Im- And nvprhend snlled the airplanes. But
Department
by
Maine,
the
of
countrysides
and
villages
towns
and
portant American pronouns have proved to be those of the first person alone, or with all the cities and
of Agriculture.
was visible all over America where
plural. It was WE, US and OUR that reached those citizens whom we Indiana alone. The same manifestation
1OO.OOO.000 Deonle I
ther
lire
"
It was WE, US and OUR that
formerly called
United States DepartSo we said: "If that Rosenkranz and Guilderstern pair of worthies In (Prepared by the Agriculture.)
left nothing of the hyphen and the hyphen had only smarted the redder
ment
of
bird's-eye
view
of
get
only
a
Germany, Hindendorff and Ludenburgh, could
"
under the mustard plaster pronoun YOU. When the
That thorough spraying will control
could get but a glimpse of this America
as we called them, found that OUR country. was at war, they erased the what Is showing forth today, if they
blight in seasons of bad infeclate
I"
to
coming
them
is
what
glimpse
of
get
a
"
if we had gone roused, they might also
hyphen. They might have remained
has
been proven many times in
tion
trouble
united.
Our
roused,
America
but
.
.
.
Amerifa not onlv
to war with any country except Germany, and this is one great benefit
and we stand the past and most recently in tests
"Come,
brother!"
said:
We
have
unity,
our
us
taught
has
that Germany conferred upon us when she attacked us: she killed the
moi jem u
Wo oro at wnr with m tnrlsm. The kaiser. Knowma cuuuucieu
hyphen. She counted on killing It, and so far her calculations were cor"Those who wish to de- - county, Maine, by the United States
militarism,
said:
symbol
of
and
front
is
he
the
that
made
rect. But she Is not pleased with her success in the matter, for she
He knows well enough what we department of agriculture in
stroy us are digging their own graves."
"
a mistake in an important detail: she thought the
graveyard to frighten us. His atlon with the Maine agricultural
rage
he
talks
his
in
and
destroy,
to
would drop the American side of the hyphen; she thought they were really
potato
mistake has been nls thinking that "terr6rlzatlon" terrifies; that Periment station. Some
They weren't.
Germans.
The hyphen Is gone forever, and there aren't
ers have expressed their opinion that
Zeppelins,
quiet
keep
him
and
man
the
child
subdues
man's
a'
"
any
citizens any more In our country; there are only
guns, poison gas, rape, setting peaceful towns on fire, It does not pay to spray potatoes for
submarines.
"
From August, 1014, until April, 1917, the
American citizens.
guns on women, children, priests and old men these are this disease. Growers of this opinion
often said YOU to the rest of us and the rest of us often said turning machine
bloody bones he uses, hoping through fear to make all claim that when the weather condand
head
raw
the
YOU to them ; but now all of us say WE, US and OUR.
But America will not have tions are such that the blight is ee-i- t
own private ogre's castle.
his
world
wide
A young friend of mine, of German descent, told me how it was with itio
bloody
bones ; let him threaten vere, spraying does not control It suffl-u- s
and
raw
head
so. Let hlra wave his
and at times critical
Until April, 1917, he had been
him.
German people believe that ft is clently to give an appreciable Increase
the
him
make
and
graves,
let
with
Only a week or so after
of our government's attitude toward Germany.
mean to destroy; he Knows wnat tnis repuouc means to oo; iu we jiem, uuu mm w ocusuu wucu
war was declared I met hlra nnd he was In uniform a fighting man's uni- Germany we
the united democracy of the world means to do and it is the attack is light the increase in the
what
knows
he
different
was
form. "Of course I am!" he sold. "Oh, yes; everything
and proves his fear, like a coward talking big In the dark, yield from spraying is not sufficient
afraid,
is
he
that
until my country went to war. I loved Germany, and I naturally thought
marching.
Leaders go before us, mighty and implacable to cover me aauea cost, in one diock
is
America
that Germany was right In her struggle with other foreign countries. Don't
of man, and we see them not In dimness, where small test plots sprayed with
freedom
the
for
and
America
for
controgets
Into
a
you take your old and admired friend's side when he
today
and alive forever, at the head of the na- standard bordeaux mixture were infigures,
alive
shining
as
but
Well, I think I was all
versy with people who are strangers to yout
with untreated check
Hamilton .and Adams and Jefferson terspersed
and
Franklin
and
Washington
right to have felt that way and to have tnken that attitude up to the time tion:
nnd Francis Marion and Paul Jones and Light Horse plots, the average yield on 11 of the
Henry
Patrick
and
though
It,
of
even
the United States went to war, and I can't be ashamed
Lee; and Decatur and Madison and Scott, and William Henry Har former was at the rate of 181.2 bushI may have been mistaken. But Germany Is no friend of mine now. No, Harry
And the solemn, great figure of Lincoln marches els per acre, while that on an equal
Taylor.
and.Zachary
rlson
sir! Not from the moment when she became the recognized enemy of there, at our head, with Grant and Sherman and Sheridan and Robert E. Lee number of untreated plots was at the
fight
to
going
I'm
enemy
My country's enemy Is my
and
my country.
We know what these men said to us: that the rate of 143.5 bushels per acre. This
and Stonewall Jackson.
this enemy of my country if It costs my life. Germany Is ray enemy ! I'm word to us was always the same, yesterday and today and tomorrow al- was an increase of 37.7 bushels per
out to help get the kaiser, and we're going to do It!"
acre, or more than 26 per cent in
word to us Is "Forward !" And we follow them.
"
encountered skepticism from people ways their way lies straight upward over emperors and kings. For a while, favor of bordeaux mixture.
. . . The
Their
who found It difficult to see how a viewpoint can change with changed cirIn another similar block the
In our prosperity, it seemed that we had forgotten our leaders, that we had
cumstances ; and the doubt was galling' and unhelpful as suspicious doubts
yield of five plots sprayed with
power of the spirit is greater than he power of dollars,
the
that
forgotten
get
Into
who
couldn't
nearly always are. A great many good Americans
keep ourselves a nation, one and indivisible, bordeaux mixture was at the rate of
to
forgotten
even
we
had
that
uniform and fight Germans felt the need of attacking somebody they could and had become a collection of grabbers, living on fat and laughing at cor- nearly 237 bushels per acre, while that
get at and make wince. They suffered from the natural and Just anger
ruption nnd shame and it was thus the German thought of us. Never was of the four untreated check plots in
against Germany, but Germany was too far away, and too sheltered behind
so false a He! The time has come that brings us our test. America the same block was 174.3 bushels,
Hlndenburg, to be directly affected, and a lot of us Just couldn't contain there
and woke in arms. Not one true son of America doubts the future. The gain here was 62.5 bushels per
woke
ourselves; we were so hot we had to let out and give something or some
acre or about 88 per cent due to
"German-Amei
cussing."
We cussed the
body within our reach a "good
spraying. Six applications were made
cans," and made it a little harder for them to declare their loyalty, but the
sprayed
on all the
vast majority of thera behaved so well under the stress that after a while
plots.
picked
So
we
steam.
blowing
off
'our
we had to abandon this means of
On these experimental plots, spray
For home consumption Great Brit
A gasoline engine driven dynamo
up the British word "slacker" and used it to vent our Irritation; and peraln Imports about 80,000,000 pounds of ing ought to have been started ten days
action
Its
in
automatic
entirely
is
our
"slacker"
talk;
that
with
and
good,
there,
and
here
a
did
we
little
haps
or two weeks sooner, or by the end
coffee annually.
certainly we did some harm. We were very free with the word, we editors, is attracting attention in England.
must
Increase
Wisconsin
of the first week in July. In spite of
her
wheat
is
the
moderate
rain
Frequent and
writers and speakers, who were not in uniform ourselves. We were espeyields given above indi
warriors" In most effective of all sanitary agen- acreage 30 per cent over last year if this fact the
cially bitter against what we liked to call the "swivel-chai- r
plainly that spraying paid.
quite
cate
she is to produce her share in 1918.
some
appears,
serving
of
age,
cies.
in
men
of
were
draft
it
Washington.
There
Over 300,000 loads of sawdust and Moreover, many persons who saw the
Sixty men a thousand are now bethe departments In Washington, and without pausing to Inquire how many
150 other mill waste were used during last plots during the latter part of the eeaabout
war,
and
the
in
many
killed
how
ing
field,
or
had
In
service
for
the
physically
unfit
were
of these
year in the United States for making eon have testified to the striking difIndispensable In the positions they were filling, we raged against them. men out of each thousand are
paper pulp.
ferences on sprayed and tmsprayed
being
oí
exever
Virtuous congressmen, who themselves had no intention
over-grazin-
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Some Interesting Facts
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crops, the fewer the weeds present
This Is especially true with small
grain and hay, since good stands of
theso crops will tend to smother out
Furthermore, pastures that
weeds.
are given good care by
g
always con
and by not
tain fewer weeds and more grass than
those poorly managed.
Special Methods of Handling Certain
Weeds.
The farmer should know the kind of
weeds which he has to fight, becausd
in the case of some of them special
methods have been discovered which
greatly reduce the amount of work
necessary. The United States depart-

above-mentione- d

-

be-so-

"

Demonstrations of the value of a
rotation In controlling weeds are available in .many localities. For example,
in western Kansas wheat is usually
grown continuously, and when this la
the case weeds are very troublesome ;
but when a rotation, including a cultivated crop and a forage crop, is
adopted, the weeds that are so common under continuous wheat growing
do not have so much chance to make
growth and to mature their seeds.
Hence, weeds become very much reduced. Another example is furnished
in parts of eastern New York, where
it is customary to keep land in meadow for many years. These meadows
become foul with orange hawkweed,
e
daisy, wild carrot and other
weeds. Introducing a cultivated crop
and a grain crop soon disposes of most
of these weeds.
in Controlling Weeds.
Probably no feature of weed control
is more important than
Weed conamong those concerned.
trol Is a community problem rather
than one for the individual farmer to
of
solve, and without the
his neighbors the results of the individual farmer's efforts are more oí
because where
less discouraging,
weeds are allowed to grow undisturbed they produce sufficient seeds
to infest the adjacent lands. The necmight be arranged
essary
through agricultural clubs and other
farm organizations.
ox-ey-

portions. On all the treated plots, the
spraying was done with a traction
sprayer which maintained a good
working pressure of at least 150 pounds
per square inch.
Adjoining one of the experimental
blocks was a field where spraying was
begun earlier and eight or nine applications were made. It was planted
with the same lot of the same .variety
of seed, fertilized the same, and, except for spraying, received similar
treatment In every respect The yield
on the portion of this field immediately adjoining one of the unsprayed
check plots was 267.3 bushels per acre.
Comparing this with the averages of
the unsprayed check plots mentioned
above, shows a gain of 123.8 and 93
bushels per acre, respectively, or over
86 and 53 per cent In none of the
above figures Is any account made of
the extra loss resulting from tuber
rot in storage In the crop produced
i
on the unsprayed plots.
Nineteen hundred and eeventeen
was one of the worst blight years in
the history of Aroostook potato grow
ing. The results cited above show
conclusively that, even under the con
ditions that existed, late blight can be
controlled by a grower who sets out
to do the Job thoroughly. Moreover,
they indicate that it can be done at a
fair profit when the cost Is considered
in connection with the value of the
increased yield resulting from the
treatment.
These recommendations apply par
ticularly to the potato sections lying
north of a line drawn from New York
to Chicago.
KEEPING THE TRACTOR BUSY
Owners of Power Outfits Urged to
Make Good Use of Them In In- creasing Food Supply.
(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Owners of tractors which are not
kept busy through the plowing and
seeding season will perform a patriotic neighborly duty by granting use
of these outfits to neighbors, who may
be short of labor or hands to prepare
seedbeds. A reasonable rate of hire
for the tractor would enable the tractors to make a return during otherwise idle periods, but, most Important
will make it possible for thers at reasonable expenditure to have a full acreage and add to the nation's Important
food supplies. The same might be followed with regard to horses and various farm machines, which should not
be allowed to remain idle when a
neighbor can keep them busy
on victory crops.
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German

PRISONERS

GUILTY

Women Warned That They

win

Be
.

Punished for "Lack

of

Women, even the miraculous Ger
man superwomen,
are Incorrigible,
onserves a writer in the Literary Dl
gest The German government has
just discovered to Its horror that
i:mmu..
Gretchen, in common with all the
daughters of Eve, Is not insensible
;:xr-;'- t
to the charms of a well favored man,
and, If given the opportunity, even
Is disposed to flirt. The Franken- she
furter Zietung Indignantly writes:
tenderness of Libby's Sliced
"Female Inhabitants of houses ad
Beef, will delight you but
jacent to camps of officer prisoners
you will find the greatest difference
j of war have
communication with the
In the flavor!
Imprisoned officers, and even throw
them things. Thanks, however, to the
Have Libby a Sliced Beef with creamed
snarp lookout kept by the authorities,
sauce today. See how much more tender,
the attempts in each case were frusmore delicate it 's than any other you
trated. The guilty persons, who be'
have ever tried.
:
long to all classes of society and are
or various ages, were discovered
Libby, M?Noill Libby, Chicago
"While the police authorities have
hitherto considered sharp reprimands
mi
as sufficient warnings, In the belief
W.trrn N.w.put' Union Y
that such unconsidered acts were due
1 Battleship in Vladivostok
to a foolish desire for sensation, In
harbor from which the
hA
Arrival at the front In France of a train with heavy American gunt.
future such conduct will be visited
soldiers on a road on the aide
of a mountain precipice where aevere fighting has been going on.
by very severe legal penalties and
public exposure. , These penalties will
furthermore be imposed without dismany parts of the empire the diswho wish to join the allies. Most of crimination on all who may render
tressed people are rising against the them are armed and organized. We themselves guilty of such lack of
OF
authorities, and in Vienna Itself on may yet have the chance to see these
Wednesday a great and hungry mob sturdy fighters, formerly our foes by
looted shops, stoned the residence of compulsion,
passing in
triumph
Some men succeed by ability and
Cutlcura for Sore Hands.
Same Type.
the premier and even attacked the through the United States on their Soak hands on retiring in the hot suds some rely on their nerve.
Mrs. Jackson Dat baby ob you't
Eofburg palace, in protest against the way to Join the other armlet of fre8-dor- of Cutlcura Soap, dry and rub
am de puffec' Image ob his daddy.
in Cureduction of the bread ration. The
Women sometimes ftfel unworthy of
Mrs. Johnslng He suah am. He
tlcura Ointment
Remove surplus
food
controller is helpless, admitting
The senate committee on military Ointment with soft tissue paper. For their husbands in novels.
am a reg'lar carbon copy. Judge.
Austria's
Great Offensive in
that the empire's wheat Is exhausted affairs adopted an amendment to the free samples address, "Cutlcura, Dept
North Italy Proves to Be
and that the grain supplies from Iiou- - army appropriation bill authorizing the X, Boston." At druggists and by
mall.
manla are small and of Inferior qual
president to raise a volunteer legion Soap 25, Ointment 25 and CO. Adv.
an Utter Failure.
ity.
in Lemburg, Budapest and of Slavic residents of the United
Prague also there were serious food States for service in "any field of acIceland Will Plant More Potatoes.
riots, and aU through the empire tion."
Mr. Wilson
approved the
Iceland will make a new departure
STOPPED WITH HUSE LOSSES signs
were plentiful that the people amendment
this year In the matter of using pota-twere ready to revolt if they were
flour. Representatives of that gov
anot given a speedy peace and bread.
Word wat received that the Turka ernment are sending out propaganda
Revolt Spreading Fact In the Dual
It would appear that the time is on June 14 occupied
and looted looking to the general and extensive
Kingdom Powerful German
about ripe for the long predicted upTabriz, the second city of Persia, took planting of potatoes this year. Since
rising of the oppressed nationalities possession
tack on Raima Completely
of the American and Brit- the summer season is so short In Icey
of
the Bohemians, ish consulates there over
Repulsed Draft Age Llm- the protests land and other Arctic countries, the
the southern Slavs and the Poles. The of the Spanish
It to Be Extended.
consul
who
was in raising of grain is not possible, but Its
Germans expect and fear this event,
charge of them, and sacked the Amer- climate is adapted to the raising of
and of course would step In to sup
potatoes. Dans are being made for
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
press it by force of arms. But even ican hospital, over which the Spanish the Installation of potato milling ma
flag was flying. If the report Is veriAustria's record of never winning if It were not wholly
successful it fied, Turkey has
when she goes into battle unaided by
committed an act of chinery, so that In a measure Iceland
would create a diversion in the midst
war against the United States, and a will In the future be a little more Inthe Germans was magnificently sus of "MIttel Europa"
that would do declaration of war by thlt country dependent of outsiders for Its farina
tained last week. Starting the long much to hasten the final
victory of against
the Porte may be the result ceous foods. Shortages of shipping,
heralded offensive
Partj jiU thg he allied nations over Germany.
Many senators and representatives with a consequent curtailment of im
forces at his command, FleldMarshal
have favored such action for a long ports has mnde it Impossible to main'
Ton Borevlc made a desperate effort
Only
moment
one
took
operation
of
time and their position Is strengthened tain Iceland's Wheat supplies.
to force his way acrosT the Plavé and
organdown into the Venetian plains, with place on the western front last week, by the recent occurrence. The formal
This
waa
Bag
a
CroH
powerful
Bed
on
assault
the
Blue
makes
the
Uundreai
JrevlBO, Bassano and then Verona as
nappy, matea
whiter than enow,
ma objectives,
tils men were given allied troops guarding Reims, dellv enemtes probably would foHowmmS Ail gooa grocera.clotbea
Adv.
, postcard maps with the route and ered by the army of the crown prince, diately. Thus woúTd conJBTto an end
schedule marked, and were urged to About 40,000 Germans took part in the Incongruous state of affairs which
...
.From Our Soldiers' Graves.
do Jhelr utmost In order that they the attack, which was preceded by a has permitted the Turkish and BulAt present, in the case of American
The enemy garian diplomats to remain In thlt soldiers who die in France, a cross
might get the plentiful food in the terrific bombardment.
village of Vrlenv. country free to gather such informa
"promised land."
Approximately
a chareed from the
marks the grave. At the transverse of
soíTthwlsf oT Helms, T&d aTl around tion at they could and
transmit It to the cross stands a metal shield with a
a'aüeTthé the
million Austrian oídle
loop to La Pompelle, the fortified their allies and our enemies.
The aeRign in low reiier revealing a youth
Italian lines from Aslago to the Adrimust have kept "fit"
could
atic, but King Victor Emmanuel's stronghold on the east The struggle well Informed have given up the hope with broken sword, his face lifted to
ever-shifti- ng
not
have
strain
of
stood
was
violent in the extreme, but the that Turkey might be induced to with '"ven. Round the shield runs
splendid army was everywhere ready
the in-- f
Germans
everywhere
were
repulsed
draw
from
war,
the
since
she
hat
to meet them. At the western or
conditions.
crlptlon: "He died to keep men
mountain end the enemy made 'no with very heavy losses. Only in the been given part of the spoils of Rus free." Underneath are his name and
Slllepry
city
wood southeast of the
sia.
progress at all, being mowed down
regimental status. It Is the intention
Swift & Company has been trained
did the enemy gain a foothold, and
in masses that fairly blocked the roadta
of the Red Cross to remit this shield
by the French
ways and passes. All attacks on the prompt counter-attack- s
glory
of
in
to
his
the school of experience.
relatives
war,
after
the
The
submarines
operating in the
threw him back from that to his old west
Aslago plateau, which is of great Imwhen some permanent form of rememAtlantic
sunk
more
have
several
A great many German
portance because of its easy ap- positions.
neutral vessels, but there is reason to brance shall have been devised by the
Every day of its forty years
proaches from the Austrian side, prisoners were taken. They said they believe that one or two of them have war department. Elizabeth Frnzer, in
were beaten off by the Brltjsh under had been ordered to take Reims at been destroyed in encounters with the Saturday Evening Tost.
service has solved some new problem
Lord Cavan, and the enemy'a attempts any cost. The fact that the attack armed steamers. A Venezuelan Jour
was
crown
by
prince
not
renewed
of value to its customers.
the
on Monte Grappa were no more sucnalist who wat driven from Caracal
Saved Hit Comrade.
was taken to Indicate the exhaustion
ill
cessful. It was between these points,
admits there are German
A few months ago an America seadown the Brenta and Frenzela val- of his troops.
bases In Venezuela. The raids off the man who was swimming in tropical
year has proved its ability
ta
leys, that the Austrlans hoped to' push
American
coast are declared by waters was attacked by a school of
Military experts in France believe American naval headquarters
learn by experience, and to use this
the west point of a plncer's movein Eng- sharks and his leg was bitten off. The
ment that should flank Trevlso and another battle will be begun soon by land to mean that the submarine cam fins of four other sharks were visible
benefit
those
knowledge
the Germans, possibly on the road to paign la a failure, the enemy's only near by
the entire line to the coast.
and It seemed certain that the
with whom deals.
The high land at Montello was the Calais, or between Montdldier and chance of employing the limited num- unfortunate sailor would soon be torn
scene of most sanguinary fighting and Chateau Thierry across the Oise and ber of his
successfully being to pieces, when Wallace Odell Prater,
the enemy made some headway there Alsne to the Marne. If they select to concentrate their operations on a machinist, dived Into the bloodfor a day or two, but gained little save the latter sector the Americans will the focal points of allied trade. It stained water and brought the wounda shocking casualty list. Further again be in the thick of the fighting. was stated that today sufficient ton ed man safely to the ship. In recogboys did not have a great deal nage is
Those
east, at various points, the Austrlans
available to meet allied de nition of this rare act of bravery Prawere able to force crossings of the to do last week, though they carried mands and it is constantly growing ter was awarded a gold
medal byQhe secretary of the treasPlave by means of bridges construct- out some successful raids and re larger.
every one made against their
ed under cover of gas and smoke pulsed
The British make the welcome an ury. He lives In Stafford, Kan.
From the south side of the nouncement
shelling, but after getting across the lines.
that 21 German destroy
troops found themselves in traps Marne they sent several patrols across era and a large number of submarines
each
boats,
In
in
instance
from which they could not escape the river
and other craft are penned up In the
killing numbers of the enemy and Bruges
canal locks as a result of the
with their Uves, for the batteries of
Moreover,
recent blocking operations at Zee- the allies on the higher ground had bringing back prisoners.
ever
not
German
single
patrol
has
a
brugge. These .vessels are constant
them at their mercy. Only near the
Marne to
ly subjected to bombing by the naval
extreme eastern end of the line, be- been permitted to cross the
tween the Zenson loop and the Adria- - the American aide.
aviators.
-t- aatlc, did Borevlc's forces achieve any
aThe war department in Washington
thing that resembled success. There
The department of justice uncovto
urged
week
send
was
strongly
last
they 'pushed far enough south of the
ered last week a gigantic conspiracy
Plave to reach the Fossalta canal, a force of Americans to Italy, not between manufacturers and contrac
espeonly
fighting
help
to
in
but
the
and Vienna claimed this was crossed.
tors' agents to solicit government war
'
Here the enemy was about ten miles cially to demonstrate to the Italian orders under agreements to pay com'
ready
aid
to
America
that
is
armies
O.
Freemont,
pasting
through
the
critical
wat
"I
of
Venice,
the
but
resistance
the
from
missions Illegally to the agents. Bun'
years of age and had all
period of life, being forty-si- x
Italians was so determined that no their country, to the limit, thus coun- dreds of offices throughout the couD'
the tymptomt incident to that change heat flashet,
anxiety was felt for that city's safety. teracting the extensive
try were raided and papers seized.
nervousness, and waa in a general run down condition,
Before the week closed the enemy in propaganda carried on of late in Italy. The department said the commission
to it wat hard for me to do my work. Lydla S. Pink-ham- 'a
of
representatives
diplomatic
The
' that region
had been driven back.
Vegetable Compound wat recommended to me at
agenta would be prosecuted, and that
a
wise
would
be
It
Italy
thought
here
Most of the pontoon bridges were
the beat remedy for my troublet.whlch it rarely proved
all
by
contracts
or
with
them
made
move,
Secretary
intimated
Baker
and
to be, I feel better and stronger in every way tinea
swept away by the swollen Plave.
Thursday that American soldiers would their aid were subject to annulment
taking it, and the annoying tymptomt nave disap.
.
'
by
government'
the
soon be fighting on the Plave front.
peared." Mra. M. CtoDDSM, 925 Napoleon 6t, Fremont,
Ohio,
a word, the great Austrian offenta
sive, up to the close of the week, wat
insistent it becoming the demand
Appeals for an allied army in SiNorth Caven, Conn. "Lydla E. Pinkham'a Vegeta
an absolute failure and was admitted beria are growing louder dally, and for a more complete mobilization of
ble Compound restored my health after everything else
to be such by captured officers and conditions in what once was Russia Amerlca'i man power that extension
bad failed when pasting through change of life. Thera
by some of the Vienna newspapers.
la nothing- like it to overcome the trying tymptomt. "
are becoming steadily more favorable of the draft age limits probably will
Hit, Flokmci IsmuJl, Box 107, North Haven, Conn.
The Italian army, never in better for such action. The bolshevik power net be postponed until the winter sescondition than now, fought with the is waning, though the Leninites still sion of congress.
Provost Marshal
utmost gallantry and spirit, and was control the arms and supplies in most General Crowder urges that the law
ably aided by the British and French of the centers of population. In westbe amended immediately to take In
.
contingents. Mention must be made, ern Siberia the Czecho-Slovahave all between the ages of eighteen1 and
too, of the Americans, for an esca-drllforty-fiv- e
years, and Secretary of War
Joined forces with the counter revoluof American aviators, trained in tionists ; Tomesk and other towns have Baker saya he will recommend such
Italy, went to the front and gave been occupied and a government set an amendment if submitted by the
notable help in driving the Austrian up. At Kiev a great revolt has bro- tenate or house.
General Crowder
aviators from the air.
ken out; 40,000 armed and organized told the military affairs committees
-t- apeasants are participating and the that the legislation is needed at once
Defeat In Italy may mean absolute movement has spread to the Poltava if we intend to do anything this year.
n
emand Tcberntgov districts. There is He not only wants more fighting
disaster to the
men, but also he desires to extend the
pire, for its heterogeneous peoples al- much street fighting, apd the revoluartillery "work or fight" order so that there
ready are beginning to rebel against tionists have destroyed
will be vlrtnal conscription of labor
the rule that has brought them to the stores.
1
verge of starvation, has claimed the
Doctor Masaryk, the Bohemian lead for war industries. His plans would
Uves of. hundreds of thousands of er, conferred with President Wilson assure the registration of four or five
CVDIA E.PINKHAM MEDICINÉ CO. LYNN. MASS.
their men, and has given them noth- concerning the plans for getting out million men qualified for military
s
service.
ing but fulae promises of victory, la of Siberia the 50,000
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Why
Swift & Company
Has Grown

Austro-Hungar-

The fact that a business
ization has grown steadily for
forty years proves that it has
kept continually meeting a vital
business demand.
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I will SELL at Public Auction, at my place 15 miles
North of ROY, 9 miles N.E. of MILLS, N. M.
On the Widow Palmer Farm.

In the Store Room next to rrrv
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A credit of 6 months without interest on sums under $100.
and 18 months on sums over $100.
Purchaser givinrr bankable
note or approved Security, bearing 12 percent interest from date if not paid when
due
"12 percent discount for cash on all sums
if paid on date of sale, '
No property to be removed until settled for!

Auctioneer..

Pril)Hof islands, AlaskaV to enable (lie
United Slates bureau of fisheries to
determine fully how they will be received by the trade and the best uses
to which such skins may be put, says
3Ü&
,
cupe jome from the t'l" K'onHflo American.
Rowci-y- .
bu
Ejíina
ve
hosó
twice
about
the
Yet all of them knew will
óí the skins from an average
enough the name of this dead hero and nr?a
seal, and are regtrded
all his deeds, and instlnctiveiy all
knelt before his ashes that they might by experts as fully equal in quality to
testify at once their reverence for him the average skin óf the younger seals
and the fervor of their own revolu- that have heretofore made Mip the
quota for the natives' uso.
tionary faith.
Two expert seal skinners from New- lted from their ancestors.
For the
"But what did that procession mean,
wandering
along the black foundland nnd two sealskin specialists pleasures of the table they, care little.
d
Mostly the extravagance of the newly
ruts or lonely Siberia? It meant that from the St. Louis concern will
to the Prlbllnf Islands for the rich of Japan finds vent in endowing
the peasants were making a 'demonstration.' Demonstration about what? purpose of assisting the agents and In- colleges, assembling treasures of literature and art, and ministering to
Why, If you will believe me, against structing the natives In taking and pro
those senses and desires through which
the Austrian government's sentence of paring sealskins.
men nourish the soul.
death against Frederick Adler, slayer
Japanese Playing Golf.
of the Austrian prime minister.
Some of the new millionaires of JaIn reply to inquiries regarding the
"And there you are: that is Russia.
Also, you may see In this incident how pan have taken up golf, which they possibility of redistilling seized spirits
deep in the heart of every peasant and play on links maintained in the most for alcohol the war department has antoller are nt least the rudimenis of the approved style. They are building nounced that the small amount of alcocountry houses like castles of old In hol recovered, the cost of transporta-- ,'
revolution's creed."
splendor.
They are following many tion, recooperaee and redistillation
Amerlcnn and European ways, and yet, would make the sos to the government
Magnitude In Modern War.
avishly as they are scattering large
jftter than, it Is oyf payli.
avThe magnitude of the war, as a
erage yield from conflamtpi" ilnnnr
ncomes In air, they are wonderfully
whole, is repeated In every phase of
cflhoj
Its activity, and In no way more so influenced byubtle refinements inher tfigujPP ftgceeq 5 p jfcgjt q
than In Its Instruments of war. As
we have more than once remarked,
says the Scientific American, It has
been necessary to multiply our units
of measurement by from 10 to 100.
'
Weapons which were thought massive
and powerful In 1914 are puny In 1917.
Thus, heavy artillery, whose weight
tied it down to fixed fortification, Is
now moving merrily over the field of
battle. Where, formerly, we talked
In millions, now we talk freely In bil
. The kind that takes just a little to make
lions. Before the war 25 to 30 knot
a very hot fire, burns up
was battle-cruisspeed today we
clean and makes very
súch
have
ships of from 100,000 to
;
little soot.
,
200,000 horse power steaming at 35 to
40 knots. A notable instance of this
growth Is In the field of aviation,
where the British have airplanes of 000
horse power and the Italians have gone
up to 1,000. And tbe end Is not yet.
one-hal-
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Col. F. O. WHITE, Auctioneer. OWNER.
E. G. PARKS, Clerk.
Lunch on the Grounds.

three-year-ol- d

Member of American Commission to
New Empire Explains Keys to
Their Political Play.
-

"The keys to- the Russian political
piny are, after all, simple, and to be
jfound In simple events," says Charles
fEdwnrd Russell, who was sent by President Wilson with the American
to new Russia. Here is one
such simple event as he gives it in
Hearst's Magazine:
"There is a place on the
railroad called Passing Point
ho. 37, a brown little speck on the
illimitable emptiness of the Siberian
plains. On the 23U of May there came
marching up to it a procession of
farmers about forty of them, I think
carrying red flags. They tramped
solemnly along what In Siberia, by a
(Violence of speech, is called a road,
and Is, In fact, not otherwise than a
trail of ruts in black gumbo inud.
"A passenger train was coming from
the east, from Vladivostok. At Passing Point No. 87 it took" the sidetrack
to wait for the train It was to meet
Of a sudden the processionists were
Been to line up in front of the baggage
car, to fall on their knees there, to lift
their hands in attitudes of prayer, the
while they ntfered strange, walling
cries and many wept.
"What were they crying about? They
bad learned that in that baggage car
were the ashes of a Russian revolue
tionist, an
hero of the long,
long struggle. He had been condemned
by the czar to one of the worst prisons in coldest Siberia; he bad managed to escape and In the end to get
to America. There he died, and hl
body was cremated. Now his ashes la
a draped memorial urn were being carried In state back to that free Russia
lie Jbod dreamed of and suffered for.
Trans-Siberia-

n

old-tim-

put

note?

& grass

"Of" the peasants that fell on their
knees before that handful of dust that
(lay, about
f
could not rend. All
of them, you might think, lived in a

DEAD

Russian Peasants 14l on .knees
Before Urn of Ashes.
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to 6 yrs. old. a good bunch of young

Stock. Reason for sellin- g- Short of water
Terms of Sale:-- -

The Jeweler.
F. 0. WHITE

and miilEs
Consisting of
25 Brood mares.
25 Horses and Mules,

1

.F Ac Sargent,

,

-

This Offering consists of
Watches, Rings, Lavalieres, Neck Chains, Pins,
Brooches, Leather Goods, Pillow Tops, Service-Flag- s
and Pins, Lodge Emblems and everything belonging to a complete Jewelry Stock,

Col.

JLO

3 to 5, P.M.

Special Bargains at Private Sale Between
Auction Hours,
This is a Stock of Jewelry which I Purchased at a Bargain and will Close Out to
make room tor a big JbW block for my
Permanent Business, in Roy,
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Seal Skin.
A sufficient number of skins of five- year-olfrrr scijswill be taken on the
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After an Inspection trip to a baso
nospltnl, Secretary of War Baker
made the following reply to on inquiry
concerning hospital conditions:
"With Surgeon General Gorgas and
Doctor Hornsby I made this morning a
personal inspection of the entire base
hospital at Camp Meade. The hospital
is very large, fully equipped with scientific laboratories and facilities, has
an adequate number of trained nurses
under the supervision of a skilled mi.
perintendent ; its medical and surgical
staffs are made up of competent men
filled with enthusiasm for their work.
The hospital throughout is clean and
well cared for; there was an abundance of clean linen, a plentiful supply of
and appetizing
ioou, anu every evidence of considerate attention to the patients was manifest. I talked with a large number of
the patients, none of whom knew who
I was, and found them cheerful and
without a single complaint as to their
treatment or comfort. Doctor Hornsby
told me at the conclusion of our Inspection that the base hospitals in the cantonments throughout the country were
substantially like the one We visited
this morning. It was a most reassur-- .
Ing visit I have long been Interested
in hospitals, and if I were to have a
personal illness which required hospital treatment I should be nerfHv
content to be sick in the base hospital
at Camp Meade, satisfied that I would
receive tne attention necessary and
under comfortable additions."
d

In England priority must be given to'
the manufacture of
boots!
over all but government work. The'
boots must be made of classes of;
leather nnd to specifications approved
by the dirWrtor of raw' materials; the
manufacturer must stamp on the upper his registered number and on the'
sole the retail price, together with the .
words "war time."
The following ore examples of styles
and prices per pair: Men's hea'l'
shoes, $4.50 ; city clerks' shoes, $4.87 ,
$0.39; women's stout shoes, $3.16 to;
$4.20; women's
glace shoes.i
$3.83 to $5.5)0; boys shoes, $2 up;!
girls' shoes, $1.87 up. Altogether there
will be 30 types of wartime boots. The!
heels of women's shoes are not higher"
iiiuu -t menea, out it is unaerstooai
that wartime shoes represent In all
particulars the manufacturers' ideas',
of what the public desires.
J
war-tim-

e

.

first-grad- e
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Small stocks of corn in the hands of
dealers In New England and other J
Eastern and Southern states, with the'
exception of Delaware, Maryland nod'
Virginia, where surpluses were pro!
duced, are indicated by reports to the!
department of agriculture.
Actual;
available supplies in the Southeaster;'
states are said to be greater than evert
before, although the amount of corn In
the hands of distributors and olhei,'
dealers Is much below normal. '
Most districts in the Southeaster
states have sufficient supplies for local
needs, while dealers In many place
especially Mississippi, Alabama, Geopl
department
now
The war
permits gla and Florida
have shipped lair'
a
women to Qualify, as Inspectors of
quantities i corn to th largir par-- ;
rr-- U
accordlpe: to an announes! a I
!
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